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ADMINISTRATIVE BODIES
World Intellectual Property Organization
General Assembly
Third Session (1st extraordinary)
(Geneva, September 24 to 27, 1974)

Note*
Representation
Fifty-three of the sixty-six States members of the General
Assembly were represented: Algeria, Argentina, Australia,
Austria, Belgium, Brazil, Bulgaria, Cameroon, Canada, Chile,
Cuba, Czechoslovakia, Denmark, Egypt, Finland, France,
Gabon, German Democratic Republic, Germany (Federal
Republic of), Greece, Holy See, Hungary, India, Indonesia,
Ireland, Israel, Italy, Ivory Coast, Japan, Jordan, Kenya,
Liechtenstein, Luxembourg, Mexico, Morocco, Netherlands,
Norway, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Senegal, Soviet Union,
Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Syrian Arab Republic, Togo,
Tunisia, Turkey, Uganda, United Kingdom, United States of
America, Yugoslavia (53). Thirteen States members of the
General Assembly were not represented: Chad, Congo,
Cyprus, Dahomey, Fiji, Madagascar, Malawi, Malta, Mauritania, Niger, South Africa, Thailand, Upper Volta (13).
Nine other States were represented in an observer capacity: Byelorussian SSR, Ecuador, Lebanon, Nigeria, Philippines, Sri Lanka, Ukrainian SSR, Uruguay, Zaire (9). Seven
intergovernmental organizations were represented in an
observer capacity: United Nations (UN), United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD), International
Labour Organisation (ILO), United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO), World Health
Organization (WHO), International Patent Institute (IIB),
African and Malagasy Industrial Property Office (OAMPI).
A list of the participants is set forth below.
Agreement between the United Nations and WIPO

United Nations (ECOSOC) on behalf of the United Nations:
Algeria, Barbados, Brazil, Chile, France, Hungary, Japan.
Kenya, Malaysia; and the following States appointed by the
WIPO Coordination Committee on behalf of WIPO: Egypt,
India, Indonesia, Mexico, Poland, Senegal, Sweden, United
Kingdom, United States of America.
The two groups of negotiators reached agreement on a
draft text which was substantially the same as that which had
served as the basis for the discussions. The negotiated text was
submitted to the fifty-seventh session of the Economic and
Social Council of the United Nations (ECOSOC) in July/
August 1974. On the recommendation of its Policy and Programme Co-ordination Committee, ECOSOC adopted without
objection a resolution recommending approval by the General
Assembly of the United Nations of the negotiated text, without any changes.
The text was then submitted to the General Assembly of
WIPO at its extraordinary session. Acting pursuant to Article 6(3)(f) of the Convention Establishing the World Intellectual Property Organization, the General Assembly approved
unanimously the agreement resulting from the negotiations
between WIPO and the United Nations.
As stated by the Director General of WIPO, Dr. Arpad
Bogsch, in the course of the discussion, it is important that
WIPO should become a specialized agency as such a status
would enable WIPO to increase its usefulness to developing
countries and would contribute considerably to integrated
coordination of the efforts of various international organizations for the benefit of all those who are affected by intellectual property.
Approval of the said text by the General Assembly of the
United Nations is a prerequisite for its entry into force. The
matter is before the September/December 1974 session of the
General Assembly of the United Nations.

WIPO Coordination Committee,
Paris Union Executive Committee and
Berne Union Executive Committee

At its second session held in November 1973, the General
Assembly had approved negotiations with the United Nations
on the basis of a draft text, endorsed by the WIPO Coordination Committee at its fourth (1st extraordinary) session, held in
May 1973, of an agreement with the United Nations under
Articles 57 and 63 of the Charter of the United Nations, by
which WIPO would become a specialized agency of the United
Nations system.
These negotiations took place in New York in May 1974,
and were conducted between representatives of the following
States appointed by the Economic and Social Council of the

During the fifth series of meetings of Administrative
Bodies of the World Intellectual Property Organization
(WIPO) and the Unions administered by WIPO held at
Geneva from September 24 to 30, 1974, the following three
bodies held their ordinary sessions:

* This Note has been prepared by the International Bureau on the
basis of the documents of the session.

* This Note has been prepared by the International Bureau on the
basis of the documents of the sessions of the Committees.

Fifth Series of Meetings
(Geneva, September 24 to 30, 1974)

Note*
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WIPO Coordination Committee, seventh session (5lh ordinary),
Paris Union Executive Committee, tenth session (10lh ordinary),
Berne Union Executive Committee, seventh session
(5th ordinary).
The following thirty-two of the thirty-three States members of the Coordination Committee and of either the Executive Committee of the Paris Union or the Executive
Committee of the Berne Union were represented: Ordinary
Members: Argentina, Australia, Brazil, Cameroon, Canada,
Egypt, France, German Democratic Republic, Germany
(Federal Republic of), Hungary, India, Israel, Italy, Japan,
Kenya, Mexico, Morocco, Netherlands, Romania, Senegal,
Soviet Union, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, United Kingdom,
United States of America, Yugoslavia (27). Associate Members: Algeria, Nigeria, Philippines, Poland, Sri Lanka (5).
Iran, an associate member, was not represented.
Twenty-nine other States were represented in an observer
capacity, either in the Coordination Committee, or the Executive Committee of the Paris Union, or the Executive Committee of the Berne Union: Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Byelorussian SSR, Chile, Cuba, Czechoslovakia, Denmark, Finland,
Gabon, Greece, Holy See, Indonesia, Ireland, Ivory Coast, Jordan, Lebanon, Liechtenstein, Luxembourg, Norway, Portugal,
Syrian Arab Republic, Togo, Tunisia, Turkey, Uganda, Ukrainian SSR, Uruguay, Zaire (29).
Seven intergovernmental organizations were represented
in an observer capacity in each of the Committees: United
Nations (UN), United Nations Conference on Trade and
Development (UNCTAD), International Labour Organisation
(ILO), United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural
Organization (UNESCO), World Health Organization (WHO),
International Patent Institute (IIB), African and Malagasy
Industrial Property Office (OAMPI). Two other intergovernmental organizations were also represented in an observer
capacity in the Executive Committee of the Paris Union: the
Council for Mutual Economic Assistance (CMEA) and the
European Communities.
At the beginning of their respective sessions, the Committees elected their officers. A list of the officers is set forth
below.
The deliberations and decisions concerning the report on
past activities, financial matters, ratifications and accessions
in progress, cooperation between WIPO and Organizations of
the United Nations system, took place in joint meetings of the
Coordination Committee and the Executive Committees of the
Paris and Berne Unions (hereinafter referred to as " the Committees ") under the chairmanship of Mr. Gabriel Larrea
Richerand (Mexico), the Chairman of the Coordination Committee.
The principal decisions taken by the Committees are as
follows:
Past Activities
The Committees considered the report of the Director
General on the activities of the International Bureau since
November 1973 and noted it with approval. In the course of

this consideration, particular satisfaction was expressed with
the conciseness, clarity and fullness of the documents reporting on the activities and with- the fact that these activities
had been efficiently and successfully carried out by the
International Bureau, especially those for the benefit of the
developing countries. A number of delegations expressed the
continued readiness of their national Industrial Property
Offices to receive trainees from developing countries and to
make available experts to assist the International Bureau in
carrying out legal-technical assistance projects for developing
countries. The Director General expressed his appreciation to
all national Offices which had received trainees from developing countries under WIPO's traineeship program and for
the cooperation on the part of the national Offices and the
International Patent Institute (IIB) which had enabled WIPO
to assign 15 experts to the project that was being financed by
the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP), and
carried out by WIPO, to assist the Government of Brazil in
modernizing the Brazilian patent system.
Finances in the Year 1973
The Committees noted with approval the accounts of the
International Bureau and the report of the auditors on those
accounts as well as other information concerning finances for
1973.
Cooperation between WIPO and Organizations
of the United Nations System
The Coordination Committee and the Executive Committee of the Paris Union invited the Director General to circulate, preferably jointly with the Secretary-General of the
United Nations Conference on Trade and Development
(UNCTAD), the study "The Role of the Patent System in
the Transfer of Technology to Developing Countries " to the
Governments of the States Members of WIPO and of the
States members of the Paris Union for the Protection of
Industrial Property and to allow for receiving written comments from such Governments a period of preferably six to
nine months. This study was prepared jointly by the United
Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs, the
UNCTAD Secretariat and the International Bureau of WIPO
in response to paragraph 10 of Resolution 39(111) adopted in
May 1972 at the third session of the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD III).
Program and Budget for 1975
WIPO Technical Assistance. The Coordination Committee
established the WIPO Legal-Technical Assistance Program
and Budget for 1975. This program includes the grant of fellowships for officials from developing countries, the preparation of a model law on copyright for developing countries, the
holding of a regional seminar for developing countries on copyright and neighboring rights to be organized in cooperation
with ILO and Unesco in Mexico and the granting of technical
assistance to OAMPI. In addition, within the framework of the
WIPO Permanent Legal-Technical Program for the Acquisition
by Developing Countries of Technology related to Industrial

'
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Property, the following activities will be undertaken: the revision of the Model Law for Developing Countries on Inventions; the preparation of draft guidelines and model provisions for license agreements appropriate to the needs of
developing countries; the preparation of studies concerning
the publication of licensing opportunities; the organization of
a training course for persons from developing countries in the
use of the International Patent Classification.
Paris Union. The Executive Committee of the Paris Union
approved the program and budget for 1975 in so far as the
Paris Union and the PCT, ICIREPAT and IPC activities are
concerned. These activities include the following:
Revision of the Paris Convention. The Director General
was authorized to convene an ad hoc group of governmental
experts coming from States both members and non-members
of the Paris Union to study all aspects of the question of revising the Paris Convention including, inter alia, additional
provisions of special benefit to developing countries.
Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT). The PCT program and
budget for 1975 includes surveys, studies and proposals by the
International Bureau on matters concerning: PCT minimum
documentation (both patent literature and non-patent literature), abstracting and translating services, searching techniques and documentation services; adaptation of national
laws to the PCT, the administrative procedures under the PCT
in national Offices, International Searching and Preliminary
Examining Authorities, and the International Bureau; technical assistance in adapting the developing countries' legislation to the PCT and in establishing and developing patent
documentation centers (national or regional). This work is to
be carried out through the three PCT Interim Committees —
for Technical Cooperation, for Administrative Questions and
for Technical Assistance — and the Standing Subcommittee
of the PCT Committee for Technical Cooperation. A working
group to consider the draft PCT Administrative Instructions
will also be convened.
ICIREPAT. The Executive Committee of the Paris Union
adopted the program of the Paris Union Committee for International Cooperation in Information Retrieval Among Patent
Offices (ICIREPAT) for the year 1975.
The following activities are planned under the ICIREPAT
program for 1975: studies of mechanized systems of search, on
the use of " screening tools " in multiple step search procedures, and on a proposal for a long-term program for an integrated system for patent search; preparation of guidelines for
improving titles of inventions on patent documents; exchange
of information concerning new methods of information
retrieval from manual search files; further development of
shared systems for indexing documents pertaining to certain
fields of technology; elaboration of guidelines for preparing
abstracts; evaluation and distribution of information on computerized and automatic information retrieval; surveys of
existing and planned computer equipment and other applications to information retrieval in national Patent Offices;
preparation of recommendations indicating how applications
for patents and patent documents should be numbered, on the
organization and physical layout of official gazettes, on the
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physical layout of patent applications and patent documents,
and on the standardization of microforms; surveys and studies
on various aspects of the production and use of microforms
and of the publication of patent documents as well as of the
recording of texts and bibliographic data thereof.
International Patent Classification (IPC). The Executive
Committee of the Paris Union approved the IPC program and
budget for 1975. This program concerns the continuation of
the work on the improvement of the IPC, including the preparations for the second revision of the IPC, and ensuring the
uniform application of the IPC. The work is to be carried out
by the Interim Committee, a Bureau, and five working groups.
A working group will also be convened on international
cooperation in the classification of search files according to
the IPC in national Offices and international agencies responsible for searching or examining patent applications and
engaged in such a reclassification of their search files.
Other Studies. The Executive Committee of the Paris
Union approved the continuation of studies on: the possibilities of the international recordal of scientific discoveries; the
possibilities of international cooperation in the deposit of
microorganisms for the purposes of patent procedure; the
revision of the Lisbon Agreement for the Protection of Appellations of Origin and their International Registration or the
conclusion of a new treaty on the same and related subjects;
the possible forms which the legal protection of computer programs should take. Committees of Experts and working
Groups will be convened to consider these matters.
Admission of Observers. The Executive Committee of the
Paris Union decided to apply to the Patent Documentation
Group (PDG) the rules on participation, in its meetings, of
international non-governmental organizations in an observer
capacity.
Program and Budget for the Berne Union for 1975. The main
features of the program for 1975 established by the Executive
Committee of the Berne Union are contained in the October
1974 issue of Copyright.
Appointment of Deputy Director General
The Coordination Committee approved the appointment
by the Director General of Mr. Klaus Pfanner to the post of
Deputy Director General reserved for a national of a country
other than a Socialist country or a developing country. As for
the post of Deputy Director General to be occupied by a
national of a developing country, the Coordination Committee
noted with approval that, at the request of the developing
countries, the time limit for submitting applications had been
extended. As for the post of Deputy Director General to be
occupied by a national of a Socialist country, the Coordination Committee noted with approval that the time limit for
submitting applications had been extended.
Staff Matters
The Coordination Committee noted the information on the
composition of the International Bureau and the progress
made by the Director General in improving the geographical
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distribution of the staff. It requested the Director General to
submit to the next ordinary session of the Coordination Committee the draft of a prospective plan for filling vacant or
newly established posts, as well as posts which are expected to
become vacant, preferably by specialists of those countries
which are insufficiently represented in the staff of the International Bureau, in accordance with Article 9(7) of the Convention establishing WIPO.
Furthermore, the Coordination Committee adopted a number of amendments to the Staff Regulations.

List of Participants *
I. States Members of the General Assembly
or of the Committees
Algeria: G. Sellali (Mrs.); S. Bouzidi. Argentina: G. O. Martinez; C. A.
Passalacqua. Australia: K. B. Petersson. Austria: T. Lorenz. Belgium:
R. Phüippart de Foy. Brazil: A. Bier; J. F. da Costa; G. Hatab; A. Gurgel de
Alencar. Bulgaria: T. Sourgov. Cameroon: F. MBianda; J.-M. Happy-Tchankou. Canada: J. Corbeil; F. Simons; J. O. Caron. Chile: J. Lagos. Cuba: J. M.
Rodriguez Padilla; H. Rivero del Rosario. Czechoslovakia: M. Bèlohlâvek;
B.Vachata; J. Prosek. Denmark: K. Skjadt. Egypt: A.M. Khalil; M. Tallawy (Mrs.). Finland: E. Tuuli; B. Norring; B. Godenhielm; P. Rutanen.
France: J. Fernand-Laurent; P. Faure; F. Savignon; J. Bnffin; R. Leclerc;
S. Balous (Mrs.). Gabon: Minko-Mi-Endamne. German Democratic Republic: J. Hemmerling; D. Schack; M. Förster (Mrs.). Germany (Federal Republic of): A. Krieger; E. Steup (Mrs.); W. Koschorreck; T. Rötger; R. von
Schleussner (Mrs.); H. Behr; S. Gees (Miss). Greece: A. Exarchos. Holy
See: O. Roullet (Mrs.); R. Roch. Hungary: E. Tasnidi; I. Timâr; A. Benird;
G. Pâlos. India: S. Alikhan; A. Parthasarathi; H. N. Sukhdev. Indonesia:
I. Ibrahim. Ireland: M. J. Qninn. Israel: M. Gabay. Italy: G. Trotta; S. Samperi; N. Faiel Dattilo; M. Vitali (Miss); G. Armento. Ivory Coast: B. Nioupin; K.-L. Liguer-Laubhouet (Mrs.); M.-L. Boa (Miss). Japan: K. Otani:
T. Koyama; K. Mizushima; T. Hotta. Jordan: I. A. Zreikat; K. Hasa. Kenya:
D. J. Coward. Liechtenstein: A. F. de Gerliczy-Burian. Luxembourg: J.-P.
Hoffmann. Mexico: G. E. Larrea Richerand; R. de Pina Vara; V. C. Garcia
Moreno; A. Saenz. Morocco: S. M. Rahhali. Netherlands: J. B. van Benthem;
W. M. J. C. Phaf ; F. W. Weisglas. Nigeria: 0. Johnson (Mrs.); I. A. Owoyele.
Norway: S. H. Roer; D. Tenseth.
Philippines: C. V. Espejo.
Poland:
J. Szomanski; D. Januszkiewicz (Mrs.); H. Wasilewska (Mrs.); M. Paszkowski. Portugal: J. Mota Maia. Romania: L. Marinete; D. Stoenescu; G. Tinea.
Senegal: A. Sene; J. P. Crespin; N'D. N'Diaye; S. Kandji. Soviet Union:
* A list may be obtained from the International Bureau containing
the titles and functions of the participants and the bodies in which each
State or organization was represented.

E. Artemiev; V. F. Zubarev; V. N. Roslov; A. Zaitsev. Spain: A.Fernândez
Mazarambroz; I. Fonseca (Mrs.); C.Gonzâlez Palacios. Sri Lanka: S. de
Alwis; K. K. Breckenridge. Sweden: G. Borggird; C. Uggla; M. Jacobsson;
K. Stenström; 0. Ohlson. Switzerland: W. Stamm; P. Braendli; A. Kamer.
Syrian Arab Republic: A. Jouman-Agha.
Togo: I. Johnson.
Tunisia:
A. Jerad; S. Ben Redjeb. Turkey: N. Yosmaoglu. Uganda: J. H. Ntabgoba.
United Kingdom: I. J. G. Davis; V. Tarnofsky; J. J. D. Ashdown. United
States of America: H. J. Winter; R. Tegtmeyer; D. Hoinkes; M. K. Kirk;
R. Prohme. Yugoslavia: D. Boskovic; D. Cemalovic.
Total: 56 States

II. Other States
Byelorussian SSR: N. I. Androsovitch. Ecuador: J. R. Serrano. Lebanon:
S. Chamma.
Ukrainian SSR: I. Grichtchenko.
Uruguay: R. Larreta de
Pesaresi (Mrs.). Zaire: Heradi Bin Heradi; L. Elebe.
Total: 6 States

III. Intergovernmental Organizations
United Nations (UN): K. K. S. Dadzie; P. Casson; T. Zoupanos. United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD): C. R. Greenhill;
P. O'Brien. International Labour Office (HO): M. Carrillo. World Health
Organization (WHO): G.-G. Meilland. United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO): M.-C. Dock (Miss). International
Patent Institute (IIB): G. Finniss. African and Malagasy Industrial Property Office (OAMPI): D. Ekani. Council for Mutual Economic Assistance
(CMEA): I. Tcherviakov; J. Bobrovszky. European Communities: B. Adinolfi; I. Klaric.

IV. International Bureau of WB?0
A. Bogsch (Director General); K. Pf anner (Deputy Director General);
B. A. Armstrong (Director, Administrative Division); C. Masouyé (Director,
Office of the Director General) ; L. Egger (Counsellor, Head, International
Registrations Division); R. Harben (Counsellor, Acting Head, External
and Public Relations Division); T. S. Krishnamurti {Counsellor, Head,
Copyright Division).

V. Officers
World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO)
General Assembly: Chairman: G. Borggàrd (Sweden); Vice-Chairmen:
A. M. Cisse (Senegal) ; L. Marinete (Romania) ;
Secretary: R. Harben
(WIPO).
Coordination Committee: Chairman: G. E. Larrea Richerand (Mexico);
Vice-Chairmen: I. Timâr (Hungary) ; O. Johnson (Mrs.) (Nigeria) ; Secretary: G.Ledakis (WIPO).
Paris Union
Executive Committee: Chairman: J. B. van Benthem (Netherlands); ViceChairmen: E. Artemiev (Soviet Union) ; S. Bouzidi (Algeria) ; Secretary:
K. Pfanner (WIPO).
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WORLD INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY ORGANIZATION
WIPO Convention
I. Ratification

NETHERLANDS
The Government of the Kingdom of the Netherlands
deposited on October 9, 1974, its instrument of ratification,
for the Kingdom in Europe, Surinam and the Netherlands
Antilles, of the Convention Establishing the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO).
The Netherlands has fulfilled the conditions set forth in
Article 14(2) of the WIPO Convention by concurrently ratifying the Stockholm Act of the Paris Convention in its entirety
and the Paris Act (1971) of the Berne Convention, as provided for in Article 29bis of the said Act and with the declaration provided for in Article 28(l)(b) to the effect that the
ratification shall not apply to Articles 1 to 21 and to the
Appendix.
Pursuant to Article 15(2), the WIPO Convention will
enter into force with respect to the Netherlands on January 9, 1975.
WIPO Notification No. 58, of October 10, 1974.
II. Application of the Transitional Provisions
(Five-Year Privilege)

This notification entered into force on the date of its
receipt, that is, on September 20,1974.
Pursuant to the said article, Cyprus, which is a member of
the Paris Union and the Berne Union but has not yet become
party to the WIPO Convention, may, until the expiration of
five years from the date of entry into force of the WIPO Convention, that is to say until April 26, 1975, exercise the same
rights as if it had become party.
WIPO Notification No. 56, of October 3,1974.
INDONESIA
The Government of Indonesia has notified its desire to
avail itself of the provisions of Article 21(2) of the WIPO
Convention.
This notification entered into force on the date of its
receipt, that is, on September 20, 1974.
Pursuant to the said article, Indonesia, which is a member
of the Paris Union but has not yet become party to the WIPO
Convention, may, until the expiration of five years from the
date of entry into force of the WIPO Convention, that is to
say until April 26, 1975, exercise the same rights as if it had
become party.
WIPO Notification No. 57, of October 3,1974.

CYPRUS
The Government of Cyprus has notified its desire to avail
itself of the provisions of Article 21(2) of the WIPO Convention.

INTERNATIONAL UNIONS
Paris Convention
Ratification of the Stockholm Act

NETHERLANDS
The Government of the Kingdom of the Netherlands
deposited on October 9, 1974, its instrument of ratification,
for the Kingdom in Europe, Surinam and the Netherlands

Antilles, of the Paris Convention for the Protection of Industrial Property of March 20, 1883, as revised at Stockholm on
July 14,1967.
Pursuant to the provisions of Article 20(2)(c) and (3), the
Stockholm Act of the Paris Convention will enter into force
with respect to the Netherlands on January 10, 1975.
Paris Notification No. 51, of October 10, 1974.
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Strasbourg Agreement
I. Entry into Force
In accordance with the provisions of Article 13(l)(a), the
Strasbourg Agreement Concerning the International Patent
Classification of March 24, 1971, will enter into force on
October 7, 1975
that is, one year after the requisite instruments of ratification
or accession were deposited.
In this connection, it is recalled that instruments of ratification or accession relating to the Strasbourg Agreement were
deposited:
— on April 19, 1972, by Ireland
— on May 26, 1972, by the United Kingdom
— on November 16, 1972, by France
— on December 20, 1972, by Switzerland
— on January 9, 1973, by Denmark
— on January 30, 1973, by Norway
— on May 17, 1973, by Sweden
— on July 13, 1973, by the Federal Republic of Germany
— on December 21, 1973, by the United States of America
— on July 3,1974, by Austria
— on September 13,1974, by the Netherlands
— on October 3, 1974, by Brazil
— on October 7, 1974, by Israel.
As the number of countries party to the European Convention on the International Classification of Patents for Invention, of December 19, 1954, was fifteen on the date on which
the Strasbourg Agreement was opened for signature, and as
ten of the said countries, namely, Denmark, France, Germany
(Federal Republic of), Ireland, Israel, the Netherlands, Norway, Sweden, Switzerland and the United Kingdom have
deposited instruments of ratification or accession, the requirement of Article 13(l)(a)(i) of the Agreement has been
fulfilled.
Further, as three countries party to the Paris Convention
for the Protection of Industrial Property which were not
previously party to the said European Convention, namely,
Austria, Brazil, and the United States of America, have
deposited instruments of ratification, and as at least one such
country, namely, the United States of America, is a country
where, according to the most recent annual statistics, published by the International Bureau of WIPO, at the time of
deposit of its instrument of ratification, more than 40,000

applications for patents were filed, the requirement of Article 13(1) (a) (ii) of the Agreement has been fulfilled.
Consequently, in accordance with Article 13(l)(a), the
Agreement will enter into force on October 7, 1975, with
respect to the thirteen States referred to above which deposited instruments of ratification or accession relating to the
Agreement.
In addition, it is recalled that, pursuant to the provisions
of Article 4(4) of the Agreement, the following countries have
made reservations on the use of the International Patent
Classification: France, Ireland, Norway, United Kingdom.
Strasbourg Notification No. 17, of October 16, 1974.
II. Ratifications and Accessions
BRAZIL
The Government of Brazil deposited on October 3, 1974,
its instrument of ratification of the Strasbourg Agreement.
Strasbourg Notification No. 15, of October 7, 1974.
ISRAEL
The Government of Israel deposited on October 7, 1974,
its instrument of accession to the Strasbourg Agreement.
Strasbourg Notification No. 16, of October 15, 1974.

NETHERLANDS
The Government of the Kingdom of the Netherlands
deposited on September 13, 1974, its instrument of ratification, for the Kingdom in Europe, Surinam and the Netherlands Antilles, of the Strasbourg Agreement.
Strasbourg Notification No. 14, of September 17, 1974.

Pursuant to the provisions of Article 13(l)(a), the Strasbourg Agreement will enter into force with respect to these
three States on October 7, 1975 (see Strasbourg Notification
No. 17 above).

EGYPT
The Government of Egypt deposited on October 8, 1974,
its instrument of accession to the Strasbourg Agreement.
Pursuant to the provisions of Article 13(l)(b), the Strasbourg Agreement will enter into force with respect to Egypt
on October 17, 1975.
Strasbourg Notification No. 18, of October 17, 1974.
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CONVENTIONS NOT ADMINISTERED BY WIPO

European Convention on the International
Classification of Patents for Invention

African and Malagasy Industrial Property Office
(OAMPI)

Denunciation by the Netherlands

Denunciation by Madagascar of the Libreville Agreement

In accordance with Article 8(2) of the European Convention mentioned above of December 19, 1954, the Government of the Kingdom of the Netherlands has denounced the
European Convention mentioned above for the Kingdom in
Europe, Surinam and the Netherlands Antilles.
This denunciation will take effect from the date on which
the Strasbourg Agreement Concerning the International
Patent Classification of March 24, 1971, enters into force for
the Netherlands in accordance with Article 13(1).
This denunciation, dated August 9, 1974, was transmitted by the Government of the Netherlands to the Secretary General of the Council of Europe and registered at the
Secretariat General of the Council of Europe on September 12,
1974.

By letter dated January 31, 1974, the Government of
Madagascar has notified the Government of Cameroon of
its decision to withdraw from the Agreement relating to the
Creation of an African and Malagasy Industrial Property
Office (Libreville Agreement), of September 13, 1962.
Pursuant to Article 26 of the Agreement, this denunciation will take effect on December 31, 1976.
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GENERAL STUDIES
Enforcement of U. S. Patents
Against Imported Articles
An alternative to the use of the federal courts
By Harvey KAYE * and Paul PLAIA, Jr. **

GENERAL STUDIES
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NEWS FROM PATENT OFFICES

AUSTRALIA

Year

Total applications

Applications claiming
Convention priority-

Other
applications

Activities in the Patent Office
under the 1969 Patents Act

1958
1963
1968

10,511
13,448
16,712

5,208
8,495
11,194

5,303
4,953
5,518

The history of patents in Australia begins with a private
Act of the Parliament of the Colony of South Australia passed
in 1847. Subsequently, the six separate colonies which later
became the States of Australia each enacted their own legislation; in 1901, the colonies united in a federation, under which
the legislative power in regard to patents was conferred on
the federal body, the Commonwealth Parliament. The first
Australia-wide Patents Act was enacted by Parliament in 1903
and on 1 June 1904 the Australian Patent Office commenced
operations under that Act.
The Patent, Trade Marks and Designs Office is now concerned with the administration of the Patents Act 1952-1973,
the Trade Marks Act 1955-1973, and the Designs Act 19061973. Following the enactment of the Copyright Act 1968,
which abolished the registration of copyrights, the Office has
no longer been concerned with that portion of the industrial
property field.
The annual input to the Office consists of about 16,000
applications for grant of letters patent, 10,000 applications
for the registration of trade marks, and 2,000 applications for
the registration of industrial designs. At present, registrations
in force consist of about 50,000 patents in force, 105,000 current registrations of trade marks, and 11,000 current registered designs.
For the remainder of this report it is proposed to consider
exclusively the field of patents, as that field is the one in
which the most recent and extensive legislative changes have
been made.
For many years, the proportion of applications from persons domiciled in Australia was approximately equal to, or in
excess of, the proportion derived from applicants domiciled
in foreign countries. These proportions being roughly equivalent to the proportions of non-Convention and Convention
applications, it would be equally true to say that over the
same period the proportion of applications claiming Convention priority was equal to or less than 50 % of the total
applications. During this period arrears of examination were
never a serious or continuing problem; some arrears had built
up in the years immediately following World War II, but these
were under control and the number of arrears was diminishing by the middle of the 1950 decade. However, late in that
decade, commencing in about 1958, a sudden increase in the
number of Convention applications was encountered; the
number of applications claiming Convention priority doubled
over the next ten years, as indicated by the following table:

There was thus a situation in which the growth of the
workload of the Patent Office was out of step with the general technological growth of the country and, in particular,
with the available proportion of technical manpower. In
short, because the examination staff could not be increased in
step with the increasing workload, arrears of unexamined
cases built up; the existence of the arrears themselves complicated the examination process because of the increasing quantity of unindexed material, and this slowed down the examination process and further contributed to the number of arrears.
This is shown by the following table:
Year

Average
number of
examiners
employed

Output of
first reports
per examiner

Total output
of first
reports

Arrears
at end
of year

1958
1963
1967
1968

74.7
88.1
91.5
99.0

94.0
85.5
80.5
95.2

7,060
7,543
7,363
9,108

7,009
23,565
42,818
47,202

As between 1967 and 1968, two changes had occurred; the
first of these was that efforts to recruit further staff in sufficient numbers were now showing successful results; the
second was the increase in productivity of examiners, which is
attributed, in part, to a program of revision of search material
commenced in 1967, which was restoring some order to the
mass of lodged and classified, but unindexed, specifications
resulting from the examination arrears.
By 1968, the Office was examining some three to four
years behind lodgement. At this point, two phenomena could
be seen; firstly, some 15 °/o of the examiner effort appeared
to be wasted, in that a first report issued by the examiner
would evoke no response from the applicant, and the application would lapse, despite the fact that, in many such cases, the
objections by the examiner could easily have been overcome
by relatively minor amendment; it thus appeared that a proportion of applicants had lost interest after a delay of this
order. Secondly, many of the specifications being examined
were found to be equivalent to applications which had already
been examined in the United Kingdom or United States Patent Office, where both the language and the law are not dissimilar to that of Australia, so that the Australian examiner
was traversing ground that had already been covered; indeed,
it was suspected that some applicants did not respond to any
Office, until the objections from all Offices had been
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received, so that the minimum amendment could be drafted
that would meet all examiner requirements and leave a substantially identical patent in a number of countries.
It was against this background that the Patents Act of
1969 was drafted. Details were obtained from the Netherlands Patent Office of the system of deferred examination
which had been introduced in that country. It was decided
that a full scheme of deferment would not be appropriate to
Australian conditions, so that the Act, as finally approved,
amended the Patents Act 1952, to provide, amongst other
things, for:

who lodged applications earlier than the date chosen for the
work front to request examination. The arrangement is selfadjusting within limits, in that if the number of applicants
remaining, and requesting examination, of those who lodged in
a given period, is less than the examination capability of the
Office, the work front will move forward (i. e. towards the
present time) and encompass that period; if the number of
remaining applicants who request examination is in excess of
the Office capacity, the work front will move backward (i. e.
the delay before issue of a direction will increase) until an
equilibrium point is reached.

The pre-publication provisions which had been a feature
of the Australian legislation since 1946 were retained. This
Act came into force on 1 January 1970. The Regulations made
pursuant to the Act, which came into force on the same date,
included a schedule of fees in which the voluntary making of
a request for examination attracted a higher fee than a
request made on direction from the Commissioner, and a
request for full examination attracted a higher fee than a
request for modified examination; also, in the interests of
conciseness and succinctness, extra fees were imposed, on
lodgement, for each page of the complete specification in
excess of ten, and each claim of the complete specification in
excess of ten.

The effect of the Act is thus to eliminate arrears; but it
was found necessary to create a small quantity of arrears in
the form of a working stockpile of requested cases, so that
examiners would not be waiting for work, and there was a
buffer available to absorb the effects of staff variations. On
1 January 1970, 10,000 directions to request examination were
despatched to applicants; it was on the results of that despatch of notices, that the actual working system was based,
and only minor modifications have been necessary since that
time. In fact, the system is surprisingly easy to control. The
early observations showed that the average applicant took
about 18 weeks to respond to a direction by the Commissioner; it was decided that a stockpile of requested but unexamined applications representing 26 weeks' work should be
aimed at; thus, the total stockpile is a nominal 44 weeks'
work, and when the arrangement stabilises, this will manifest
itself as a " real " stockpile of 26 weeks of work in hand, and
a " potential " stockpile of a further 18 weeks of work in the
form of directions issued by the Commissioner, but which
have not yet been complied with. Each four weeks, a fourweekly output figure is obtained; this is multiplied by eleven,
to give the 44-week stockpile figure; this figure is compared
with the actual stockpile, and the number of directions to be
despatched is hence obtained. Initially, a single figure was
used for the whole Office, and that figure was the actual output for the four weeks. It was found that this resulted in some
sections having too much work, and others too little. Moreover, the use of an actual figure led to wild fluctuations in the
calculated level of the stockpile. Because of these considerations, the calculation is now done on a sectional basis, and the
output figure used is a " standard output " representing the
section supervisor's best estimate of the average output of his
section in the foreseeable future. A set of bar charts, showing
the lodgement dates up to which directions have been despatched in the work field of each examination section, is displayed in public offices. These charts enable attorneys and
applicants to form their own estimates as to whether they are
likely to receive a direction in regard to a particular case in
the near future.

It will be seen that the. mode of working which arises
under the Act as it now stands provides a period of up to five
years after lodgement in which a request for examination can
be made. The Commissioner has a degree of control, dependent on the ability of his examination staff to handle the
workload, to further limit this period by establishing a work
front within the five-year period, and directing all applicants

The actual results obtained are very pleasing; on 1 January 1970, the total number of lodged but unexamined cases
was 50,812 and the Office was thus some four years in arrears
in examination. By 1 January 1971, the figure for unexamined
cases was 52,337, and directions to request examination were
being despatched to applicants who had lodged between 22
and 56 months previously; this spread arose because of differ-

— the making of a specific request for examination of an
application, as a separate function from lodgement,
although the request could be made at the same time as
the complete specification was lodged, or at any time
thereafter;
— the lapsing of applications if a request for examination
had not been made by the expiry of five years after
lodgement of the complete specification;
— the issue, by the Commissioner, of a notice to the applicant directing him to make a request for examination,
and lapsing of the application if such a request was not
made within six months of the date of issue of the Commissioner's direction;
— the option, on the part of the applicant, to request a
modified form of examination in which the specification lodged in Australia was to be amended to be identical, apart from matters of form, to the specification of a
patent granted in the United Kingdom or the United
States of America, and the search and report by the
examiner would then be limited to a period at present
prescribed by regulation as three years;
— the payment of a fee, on the second and subsequent
anniversaries of the date of lodgement of the complete
specification, to continue the application, applications
in regard to which such fees are not paid being lapsed.
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ent progress in different sections. Subsequent progress is
shown in the following table:
Date

Lodged but
unexamined cases

1 January 72
1 January 73
1 January 74

51,222
43,412
36,056

Months after lodgement
before despatch
of direction

36 4- or — 14
27 + or — 6
15 + or — 8

The observed proportion of cases lapsing has, so far, been
suprisingly linear; the following are some typical figures:
Age of applications at time
of issue of direction
(months after lodgement)

Proportion finally
requesting examination

56
46
36
32
29
25
20

67
70
73
75
76
77
79

Of course, with two separate lapsing mechanisms operating, in the form of directions to request examination which
must be complied with, and continuation fees (annuities) that
must be paid at the end of the second and subsequent years,
an applicant who has ceased to be interested in his particular
application will allow it to lapse by the first mechanism it
encounters. The observed proportions in regard to failure to
pay continuation fees are as follows:
Year at end
of which fee is payable

Proportion
who pay fee (%>)

2
3
4

93
96
98

The total cases lapsing in any one year is thus the sum of
two components, one component being related to the number
of cases actually examined, and the other being a proportion
of the gross number of outstanding applications existing at
that time. This is reflected in the following table:
Year

Outstanding applications
at start of year

1970
1971
1972
1973

50,812
52,337
51,222
43,412

Disposa s
By lapsing
By examination

8,751
11,100
15,270
15,883

3,669
3,732
5,748
5,016

It will be obvious that the Commissioner only has control
of the work situation so long as the number of voluntary
requests remains less than the available examination effort.
Thus, the level of voluntary requests is a matter that is monitored continuously. It would appear that, so long as attorneys
and applicants are kept informed of the progress in the issues
of directions, they will avail themselves of the lower fee
charged for request in response to a direction, rather than pay
the higher fee for a voluntary request. At the same time,
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where it is necessary for a case to be examined urgently, the
voluntary request system provides the necessary facility; a
small proportion of applications are lodged with a request for
examination accompanying the documents lodged:
Year

1970
1971
1972
1973

Total requests
for examination

11,858
13,334
16,681
17,512

Voluntary
Voluntary requests
requests
made at time
of lodgement
for examination

1,952
2,338
1,685
1,500

160
185
167
171

The modified form of examination made available under
the Act has enjoyed some popularity. Between three and four
thousand requests are received each year for modified examination; the actual proportions of all requests received are,
1970 - 26%; 1971 - 25%; 1972 - 23% and 1973 - 17%.
It is felt that the reduction in the proportion in recent years
reflects no more than the overtaking by the work front, so
that the pre-requisite conditions for modified examination are
less likely to be met. There are difficulties with modified
examination when the application is additional, divisional or
based on more than one patent application. The availability
of lack of novelty as a ground of objection to the Australian
examiner (and it should be remembered that there are differences between the British and Australian practice in regard to
novelty) can also cause some complications. The experience
has been that, when none of these more difficult regions are
involved, there is a fairly high probability of acceptance at
the second report stage, if not as a result of a clear first
report, with a consequent saving of time on the part of both
examiner and applicant; however, when trouble is encountered, the applicant is well-advised to, and frequently does.
withdraw the request for modified examination, and make a
fresh request for full examination of his application.
In summary, the proportions and ratios already set out can
be combined as follows:
1. In each 1,000 applications lodged, 255 are accompanied by provisional specifications, 126 are accompanied by
complete specifications without claim to priority, and 619 are
accompanied by complete specifications and priority is
claimed under Convention arrangements.
2. Of the 255 applicants who originally lodged provisional specifications, 77 subsequently lodge complete specifications, so that 178 applications lapse as provisionals.
3. Of the remaining applicants, 75 make a voluntary
request for examination, while 82 others withdraw, or allow
their applications to lapse through failure to pay a continuation fee.
4. The Commissioner issues 665 directions to applicants
to request examination, and 538 applicants so request, the
remaining 127 applications lapsing.
5. Thus, per 1,000 applications lodged, 178 lapse at the
provisional stage, 209 lapse after the lodgement of complete
specifications, but without examination, and 613 applicants
request examination, and of these 490 request full examination and 123 modified examination.
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The other obvious effect of the new arrangements, is that,
although directions are sent to applicants in the order in
which applications were lodged, the requests for examination
in regard to any group of cases are not lodged in that order.
Thus, there is no firm examination work front, and examiners
may be examining anywhere between the most recent lodgements and the oldest outstanding cases, examination being
undertaken in the order in which requests are lodged. This has
given rise to the need for all specifications to be fully indexed
into the search material as soon as they have been lodged. The
backlog of indexing to reach this state was undertaken during
the early months of 1970, during the period in which there
were no, or few requests for examination. At the same time,
from 1 January 1970, all specifications lodged have been classified and indexed as soon as they are lodged, the opportunity
being also taken to undertake a full indexing operation under
the International Classification. By this means, the search
material is always up to date, and those applications which
subsequently lapse do not have to be referred to an examiner
for final indexing after lapsing.
Finally, since 1970 there has been a change in the pattern
of lodgements. The change may be due to the new Act, but
there is also reason to believe that, in part, the changes reflect
world trends. Firstly, the lodgements, which had been increasing at some 6 % to 7 °/o each year, showed a decrease after
1969, as follows:
Year

Total applications

Complete
specifications
lodged

Applications
claiming priority
of date under
Convention
arrangements

1969
1970
1971
1972
1973

17,446
16,443
16,407
16,165
16,460

15,106
13,945
13,577
13,078
13,412

12,061
11,281
10,831
9,132
10,409

Secondly, a comparison of the domicile of applicants in
1973 with the domicile of applicants in 1968-1969 shows some
significant changes. The following table shows the distribution per 1,000 applications:

Australia & New Zealand
Western Europe
Eastern Europe
North America
Central & South America
Middle East and Africa
Asia

1968-1969

1973

262
301
5
383
1
6
42

294
296
5
335
3
8
59

1000

1000

The major contribution to the Asian figures conies from
Japan, which has risen to fifth place on the list of domiciles of
applicants in the last ten years. At the same time, there has
been a noticeable reduction in the number of applicants domiciled in the United Kingdom and the United States of
America.

AUSTRIA

Activities of the Austrian Patent Office
Activities relating to Titles of Protection
Since the last report, published in this review in 19711, on
the activities of the Austrian Patent Office and on the volume
of business transacted by it, there have been no substantial
changes in the Office's work. The Austrian Patent Office is
one of the examining Patent Offices that have preserved the
system known as the " classical preliminary examination, "
whereby incoming patent applications are examined ex officio
for novelty and inventiveness, and existing printed publications are consulted as much as possible in the examination.
When examining patent applications, the Office automatically
consults, in addition to relevant specialized literature, the patent documents or patent publications of the following States:
Austria, France, German Democratic Republic, Germany
(Federal Republic of), Switzerland, United Kingdom, United
States of America.
With regard to the volume of business transacted, it should
be noted that in each of the last three years (1971 to 1973),
there was a drop in the number of patent applications filed
(1973: 10,922; 1972: 11,180; 1971: 11,307). There was a similar decrease in the number of patents granted (1973: 7,773;
1972: 8,973; 1971: 8,690). Even the number of patents in
force dropped slightly, albeit only in 1973 (1973: 59,280;
1972: 59,354). No specific reasons can be given for the drop in
the number of patent applications. What is interesting, however, is that it affected national applicants and foreign applicants alike.
The drop in the number of patent applications is also
reflected — as mentioned above — in a lower number of patents granted. However, the decline in patent applications is
only one cause of the decrease in patent grants; the other reason lies in the sudden increase in the patent documentation
which is used in preliminary examination. In recent years
there has been a considerable increase in the examination
material used by the Austrian Patent Office, it now comprises
about ten million patent documents. The examiner, who has to
handle the documentation himself, therefore requires considerably more time for the arrangement and consultation of his
material. He then lacks that time for searching and for processing patent applications. The result is a drop in the number
of patent applications published and in the number of patents
granted.
The Office has managed to prevent any substantial
increase in the backlog of patent applications. Efforts to
reduce the backlog by increasing the number of examiners
have been confined within strict limits by budgetary considerations. The number of examiners at the Office has been more
or less the same for many years, whereas the examination
material has increased out of all proportion. A similar situation in terms of staff shortage exists also in the clerical sector.
This explains why the Office has in recent years gone more
and more over to the use of reprographic techniques for the
i Industrial Property, 1971, p. 174.
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preparation of preliminary decisions. This has saved a considerable amount of time and consequently speeded up the
Office's work.
In the trademark field, the number of national trademark
applications shows a slight upward trend (1973: 3,330; 1972:
3,051; 1971: 2,923). This trend has also influenced the number
of trademark registrations (1973: 2,703; 1972: 2,634; 1971:
2,628). On December 31, 1973, there were 48,647 Austrian
trademarks in force. There is no real trademark backlog. The
total number of international marks in 1973 was 12,054; it was
14,214 in 1972 and 12,787 in 1971.
With regard to opposition to patent applications, there
were for instance 4.94 oppositions for every 100 published
patent applications in 1973. Of all the oppositions processed,
41.61 °/o were successful. Appeals lodged in connection with
patents numbered 111 in 1973. The trend of recent years
shows that 54.9 °/o of such appeals were successful and 45.1 °/o>
were not. In the trademark field these proportions are
49.48 % and 50.52 %.
In Austria industrial designs are registered with the Chambers of Industry. However, the law has provided for the maintenance at the Austrian Patent Office of central design
archives, in which the second copies of designs deposited with
the Chambers of Industry are kept. It has been noted here
that the number of design deposits is falling (1973: 4,161;
1972: 4,738). No reason for this decrease has yet been found.
In the field of legislation, the Patent Law, 1970, was
amended in 1973. The amended law empowers the Austrian
Patent Office to carry out searches unconnected with the
examination of patent applications. Requests for such
searches may however only relate to a single, concrete technical problem. A request may also be made for a search relating to a point of time in the past. The statement of the technical problem in respect of which the search is requested may
also be drafted in English or French, but the Office has the
right to demand a German translation. The request for the
carrying out of such a search is subject to a fee of S 4,000. The
amendment law will enter into force on January 1, 1975.
International Cooperation
Officials of the Austrian Patent Office took part in two
diplomatic conferences in 1973.
At the invitation of the Federal Government of Austria, the
Vienna Diplomatic Conference on Industrial Property was
held in Vienna in May and June 1973. The following three
treaties were concluded: the Trademark Registration Treaty
(TRT), the Vienna Agreement for the Protection of Type
Faces and their International Deposit and the Vienna Agreement Establishing an International Classification of the Figurative Elements of Marks. Members of the Austrian Patent
Office participated in the various meetings of main committees and working groups or presided over them. On the occasion of the centenary of the 1873 Vienna Conference, the
forerunner of the diplomatic conference which later established the Paris Union, the Austrian Patent Office, in collaboration with the Federal Chamber of Industry, introduced a
special information retrieval system to be used for work relating to the text of the Trademark Registration Treaty, in par-
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ticular its translation. The computer-based system benefited
from experience accumulated by the Federal Chancellery in
the course of its work on the texts of constitutional provisions
in the Austrian legal system.
The preparatory work for participation in the Munich
Diplomatic Conference for the Setting Up of a European System for the Grant of Patents was carried out by the Austrian
Patent Office in collaboration with the Federal Ministry of
Foreign Affairs. In the course of the national consultation
procedure a series of proposals relating to the texts of the
treaties were drawn up.
1973 was also the year in which the necessary legislative
changes were undertaken to permit ratification of the Strasbourg Agreement Concerning the International Patent Classification. The Bill embodying these changes was approved by
both Chambers of the Austrian Parliament in May 1974.
The Austrian Patent Office took part in various meetings
organized by WIPO, including the preparatory work of the
PCT Interim Committees and the Committees of ICIREPAT.
In addition, the Office participated in the work of the Working Group on the Reclassification of Search Files. The first
meeting of the Working Group was held under the chairmanship of Austria, which contributed to the plan for the preparation of lists of search files with a three-year project for the
recording, in machine-readable form (magnetic tapes), of the
Office's search files in 98 of the approximately 600 subclasses
of the International Patent Classification.
The Office was also represented at the sessions of the
administrative bodies of WIPO. At the international level, the
participation in the international cooperation in the mechanization of trademark searches should be mentioned. Representatives of the Austrian Patent Office likewise took part in
negotiations on bilateral agreements for the protection of
geographical denominations and indications of source.
Financial and Administrative Matters
With regard to budgetary developments at the Austrian
Patent Office, the trend over the past years has continued to
be very satisfactory. The Office's receipts remained higher
than its expenditure, although a slight drop in the surplus was
noted. This is not attributable to decreasing receipts, however: the reason lies in increased expenditure by the Patent
Office, partly in the staff sector (salary increases in the civil
service) and partly on equipment and supplies as a result of
price increases, as well as the additional costs associated with
the reorganization of the Office building. A major expense
item is the cost of printing patent documents.
The general reorganization of the Austrian Patent Office
building in Vienna is progressing, and it is hoped that the
work will be completed in the near future. At present the
rooms intended to house the library are being converted. The
removal of the books to a rented building has meant that the
work in the Patent Office library is carried on in the face of
not inconsiderable difficulties. Nevertheless it is hoped that,
when the construction work is finished, both the staff of the
Austrian Patent Office and interested business circles will
have at their disposal an office building providing for all their
requirements.
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GERMANY, Federal Republic of

Activities of the German Patent Office in 1973
A. General
The Law for the Amendment of the Patent Law, Trademark Law and Other Laws, of September 4, 1967 \ made fundamental changes in procedures before the German Patent
Office. With regard to patents, the central features of the
revision were the introduction of deferred examination (Patent Law, Section 28b) and isolated novelty searches (Section 28a), and the general. examination for obvious defects
(Section 28), the laying open of applications for public
inspection after 18 months (Section 24(3)), the deletion of the
provision excluding from patentability substances produced
by chemical processes and the introduction of annual fees for
patent applications; the main innovation in the new Trademark Law was the introduction of compulsory use 2.
These legislative amendments entailed an extensive
restructuring of the procedures and organization of the German Patent Office, and many factors associated with them
affected the Office's activities. Deferred examination became
effective on October 1, 1968; the first seven-year phase will
thus come to an end only on September 30, 1975. Nevertheless, it was already apparent at the end of 1973 that the
deferred examination procedure had brought about the anticipated relief of pressure on the Office. The legal and technical
problems raised by the amendments have now been solved for
the most part, and the new internal organization has proved
its worth.
B. Activities
I. Patents
1. Old Applications
A " pool " was created for the 233,000 old applications
pending on October 1, 1968. These were gradually transferred
to the new procedure after they had been the subject of the
notification required before a request for examination could
be made with respect to them. At the end of 1973 there were
still approximately 35,000 old applications in the pool.
Requests for examination had been filed in respect of 117,686
old applications; the remainder had been withdrawn during
the intervening period. Of all the old applications it is estimated that the proportion of requests is 57 °/o to 60 °/o; this
percentage may serve as an indication of the proportion of
new applications that will be the subject of a request for
examination.
2. New Applications
The number of pending applications has not diminished as
a result of the removal of the greater part of the old applications. Incoming new applications have brought the number of
1
Industrial Property, 1967, p. 305; the revised text of the Patent
Law, dated January 2, 1968, is published in Industrial Property, 1968,
p. 134.
2
On the contents of the amendments, see A. Krieger, " The New
German Patent and Trademark Law, " Industrial Property, 1968, p. 155.

files awaiting a request for examination or other processing
up to 330,205. This figure will rise further, with the filing of
about 68,000 applications a year, until 1976 and only at the
end of the first seven-year period can it be expected to stand
at about 340,000 or 350,000.
In 1973, 40,912 requests for examination were received.
41,922 examination and opposition procedures were completed, so that the number of applications awaiting examination fell from 107,185 in 1972 to 106,175. The average duration of the patent grant procedure, from the filing of the
request for examination to disposal of the application, was
a little more than 2V2 years.
It is interesting to note the distribution of requests for
examination during the seven years following the application
date. The proportion of requests filed in the first quarter following the application rose from about 12 % in 1969 to about
18 % in 1973, with a fall in each case to less than 1 % after
only twelve quarters following the application. There is a general upward trend in the number of requests for examination
from one application year to the next, caused by a progressively higher percentage of early requests. Thus, for applications filed in 1968, 42.4 % requests for examination had been
recorded by the end of 1973, that is, after 21 quarters. For
application year 1971 this percentage had already been
exceeded after the twelfth quarter. For applications filed at
the beginning of 1973, a percentage of 28.1 had already been
reached by the end of the year, in other words after four quarters. The percentage for all new applications together is currently 45.9, half of this figure being represented by requests
from abroad. As with the percentage of requests for old applications, an upper limit of 60 °/o is unlikely to be exceeded.
The work of the Patent Divisions and their Examining
Sections, as reflected in the comparative figures for incoming
requests for examination and cases disposed of, is all the more
commendable in that it was performed in conjunction with
the reclassification of documents and search files according to
the International Patent Classification. In 1973, 63 °/o of the
patent documents were reclassified, while 55 °/o of the
approximately 16 million printed documents in the search
files were reclassified, including the individual alteration of
about 1.3 million documents. At the same time as the reclassification of documents, work was redistributed among the Patent Divisions on the basis of the International Patent Classification to the extent that it differs from the previously applicable German classification. This redistribution of operations
and the reclassification of documents should be completed in
the course of 1974.
No particular legal problems arose in the work of the Patent Divisions during the year. The questions still unresolved
in the field of chemistry after the- entry into force of the
amendment law, most of which related to the newly-introduced protection for substances produced by chemical processes, were for the most part clarified by the courts of higher
instance, so that patent procedures could be carried on more
smoothly. However, the number of requests for examination
in the field of chemistry is above average and still rising,
which means that the average interval betweeen filing and
disposal will be longer in this field for some time to come.
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Of the 66,223 patent applications received during the year
under review, 34,314 or 51.82 °/o came from abroad — 16,619
from European countries and 17,695 from outside Europe.
Most of the foreign applications came from the United States
of America (11,799), followed by Japan (4,962), the United
Kingdom (3,567) and France (3,209). Foreign applications for
the most part fell into the category of " mechanical technology " (8,937), followed by chemistry (8,614) and general
mechanical engineering (6,741).
3. Requests for Isolated Searches
Requests for isolated searches under Section 28a of the
Patent Law were almost all processed in the two technical
departments of the Berlin Branch during the year under
review. A tendency for early filing of requests was noted. The
total number of requests for search, 46 °/o of which came from
abroad, represented about 11 °/o of applications.
4. Patents Granted
While in previous years only about 118,700 patents were
still in force, an increase which started in 1972 brought this
figure back to about 123,500 by the end of 1973. The numb.er
of patents kept in force for the full 18-year term is still small
however: of 21,284 patents granted in 1955, only 574 subsisted in 1973. After only ten years, barely more than half the
patents originally granted were still in force.
II. Utility Models
The number of main applications (Hauptanmeldung) for
utility model registration dropped a little in 1973 to 14,638,
whereas the number of subsidiary applications (Hilfsanmeldung) rose slightly to 31,243. 18,361 utility models were registered and 26,917 processed without registration. The last
two figures were affected by the fact that no decision may be
taken on a subsidiary application for utility model registration until the procedure relating to the associated patent
application has been completed. For this reason the number
of pending subsidiary applications climbed to 157,926, while
there were only 5,314 main applications outstanding at the
end of the year. Thus the average processing time for main
applications is about four months. Of the 45,881 main and
subsidiary applications filed in 1973, 14,272 or 31.11 °/o came
from abroad.
At the beginning of the year there were 191 requests for
cancellation pending in the two Utility Model Divisions. 197
requests were received in the course of the year; for staff reasons, only 135 were processed during the period under review.
Thus the number of pending requests rose to 253.
III. National and International Marks
1. National Marks
In 1973, the activity of the Trademark Division was characterized by the effects of the compulsory use requirement.
The fact that an applicant can defeat an opposition by claiming non-use of a trademark had already in preceding years
diminished the interest in protecting unused trademarks and
had resulted in fewer oppositions to both national applications and newly-registered international marks.
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The figure of 20,134 applications in 1973 was in line with
previous years. Foreign applications amounted to 5,028
(24.97 %). 12,251 were registered and 7,881 rejected or withdrawn, making a total of 20,132 cases disposed of. 17,350
oppositions were filed, about the same number as in 1972.
Appeals against 1,041 decisions were lodged with the Federal
Patent Court. This represents only a quarter of the appeals
filed in 1964 and 1965.
The task of examining first decisions rendered by officials
of the higher intermediate grades of the civil service, with
3,037 objections, was mainly carried out by the Office's objection examiners. 2,500 such objections were finally settled.
The workload created by operations involving registered
marks was also considerable: 11,012 marks were cancelled,
3,180 were partly cancelled, 14,000 were transferred and
17,631 were renewed.
2. International Marks
The number of pending procedures was reduced in 1973
from 11,684 to 9,538. Pursuant to a declaration under Article 3bis of the Madrid Agreement (Marks), made by the Federal Government with effect from July 1, 1973, whereby the
protection of an international registration extends to the Federal Republic only at the express request of the owner of the
mark, protection in the Federal Republic of Germany lapsed
in respect of 8 °/o of international registrations.
IV. Industrial Designs
1,817 industrial designs were deposited in 913 applications
filed by foreign applicants3. A total of 1,953 designs were
registered and 18 were disposed of in another way, so that the
number of designs unregistered at the end of the year was 167,
as against 321 at the end of 1972. Renewal of the protection
period was effected in 605 cases.
V. Information
The Office's task of granting titles of protection includes
the obligation to inform the public of their nature, scope
and duration. Access is therefore provided to the printed
specifications published by the Office and to registered
utility models and trademarks. Moreover, the Office keeps
records and registers in which granted titles of protection are
listed and classified according to various criteria. In order to
give the public an overall picture not only of the titles in
force but also of the progress of technology, national and
foreign patent documents are arranged by technological fields
and kept open for inspection. One of the largest technical
libraries in Europe, containing over 600,000 volumes, is available as a reference library. Some 1,800 technical reviews published in the Federal Republic and abroad may also be consulted. The collection of printed documents relating to industrial property is still classified according to the German classification but will soon be reclassified, like the Office's search
files, according to the International Patent Classification. In
order to facilitate access to individual documents known only
3
Under existing industrial design law, the designs of national
applicants are not registered centrally with the German Patent Office.
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by their numbers, collections of numerically classified, filmed
aperture cards have been assembled and are constantly
enlarged.
1. Classification
One of the main tasks in the field of information which
has to be carried out at the present time, and one which will
occupy the German Patent Office well beyond 1973, is the
reclassification of search files and information material available to the public according to the International Patent Classification, which as from January 1, 1975, is to be applied as
the sole classification. In order to prepare the public for the
new classification and to familiarize it with the principles of
the International Patent Classification, a series of lectures
have been given in various cities of the Federal Republic. In
addition, work was started on the drafting of the new edition
of the International Patent Classification4, as well as the
preparation of a comprehensive Catchword Index.
Closely associated with the introduction of the International Patent Classification at the German Patent Office were
the preparatory measures for the reclassification of the collection of printed documents available to the public, for the
broadening of the scope of the collection and for the compilation of reference lists relating to printed documents issued by
the Office and arranged according to the German classification.
2. Documentation
Years of preliminary work with a view to facilitating the
present manual searches in the ever-growing search files by an
auxiliary mechanical search system, or even substituting a
mechanical for the manual system in particularly fast-progressing sectors, bore its first fruits at the German Patent Office
during the year under review. The development of search systems, partly independent and partly in collaboration with the
industries concerned and foreign Patent Offices, progressed
so far that test searches could be made in individual sectors.
At the same time however, it has become apparent that such
mechanical documentation systems are so costly in development and operation that they can only be used in the immediate future for small areas of technology.
C. Staff and Finances
As a result of staff reductions in the civil service ordered
by the Federal Government, the number of persons employed
in the German Patent Office has diminished further. During
the period under review, staff strength was between 2,600 and
2,700. These figures include 700 to 710 graduate engineers
in the technical examination service (in Munich and Berlin),
as well as 40 to 50 lawyers and other senior administrative
officials.
The expenditure of 106,048,842 DM in the 1973 budget
was for the first time not balanced by the income of
105,508,475 DM. The cost of printing the Office's documents
alone amounted to 19,801,688 DM, which exceeded income
from the sale of publications by 11,258,317 DM.
4
The German version of the International Paient Classification is
now available (Editor's Note).

D. International Cooperation
As in previous years, the German Patent Office endeavored during the year under review to increase international
cooperation in the field of industrial property. The work of
WIPO was supported by representatives of the German Patent Office at almost all the conferences and working group
meetings held by WIPO, as well as by the long-term secondment of qualified staff. A special mention should be made of
the German Patent Office's participation in the work of
ICIREPAT in the field of documentation, the standardization
of printed documents and the exchange of documents, the
Office's share in the preparations for the second edition of
the International Patent Classification, its collaboration in all
the committees on the preparations for the entry into force of
the Patent Cooperation Treaty, its attendance at the Munich
and Vienna Diplomatic Conferences, as well as its participation in all other activities directed towards the further development of trademark law and design law, and especially the
trademark and design classifications.
The German Patent Office provided a number of experts
for the reorganization of the Brazilian Patent Office, a project carried out by WIPO under contract with the United
Nations Development Programme.
In the course of the year under review, examiners from
the British and French Patent Offices and from the International Patent Institute visited the German Patent Office in an
exchange with German examiners.

INDIA

Activities of the Patent Office during
1972-73*
Patents and Designs
The material well-being of any nation depends on the
level of its scientific, technological and industrial development, which in turn arises out of the inventive activity of its
people towards evolving new processes, products and devices
for the use of the people for leading a better life. By and
large, it is the hope of economic reward which is the most
essential criterion motivating inventions. Patent protection
for inventions is universally accepted as a scheme providing
the necessary incentive to inventors. The mission of patent
protection is therefore the promotion of scientific, technological and industrial efforts.
The Patents Act, 1970, which provides for the protection
of inventions and which at the same time seeks to safeguard
the national, economic and social interests through a wellregulated patent system, is administered by the ControllerGeneral through the Patent Office and its branch offices.
* This report, prepared by the International Bureau, consists of
extracts from the First Annual Report of the Indian Patent Office under
the Patents Act, 1970, and from the Fourteenth Report of the ControllerGeneral of Patents, Designs and Trade Marks under Section 126 of the
Trade and Merchandise Marks Act, 1958.
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The following paragraphs give an account of the activities
of the Patent Office during the year 1972-73.
During the year 1972-73 the Patent Office remained under
the charge of Dr. S. Vedaraman, Controller-General of Patents, Designs and Trade Marks.
Legislation
(1) The Patents Act, 1970 (39 of 1970) \ which had been
passed by both the Houses of Parliament during 1970 and
which had received the assent of the President in the same
year, excepting sub-section (2) of section 12, sub-section (2)
of section 13, section 28, section 68 and sections 125 to 132
thereof, was brought into force on 20th April 1972 by notification of the Central Government.
(2) The Central Government in exercise of the powers
conferred by section 159 of the Patents Act, 1970 made the
Patents Rules, 1972 and notified the same in the Gazette of
India. These rules were also brought into force on 20th April
1972, providing that rule 21, rules 49 to 53, rule 73 and rules
93 to 105 relating to sub-section (2) of section 12, sub-section
(2) of section 13, section 28, section 68 and sections 125 to
132 of the Patents Act, 1970 respectively would come into
force on the date on which the said sections would be brought
into force.
(3) The Indian Patents & Designs Act, 1911 (II of 1911)
in so far as it related to patents was repealed by section 162 of
the Patents Act, 1970, but in so far as it related to designs, it
was amended in the manner laid down in the schedule to the
Patents Act, 1970 and the said Act as amended became the
Designs Act, 1911, with effect from 20th April 1972.
(4) The Indian Patents & Designs Rules, 1933 in so far as
they related to patents were repealed by rule 126 of the Patents Rules, 1972; but in so far as they related to designs they
were amended in the manner specified in the Fifth Schedule
to the Patents Rules, 1972 and the said rules as amended
became the Designs Rules, 1933.
(5) (a) The Central Government by notification of
20th April 1972 declared United Kingdom, New Zealand, Eire,
Ceylon and Canada as convention countries under section
133(1) of the Patents Act, 1970 from 20th April 1972, i. e., the
date of commencement of the Patents Act, 1970.
(b) The Central Government by notification declared the
Commonwealth of Australia also as a convention country
under section 133(1) of the Patents Act, 1970. The notification was deemed to have come into force with effect from
20th April 1972.
Establishment
(a) The Central Government in exercise of the powers
conferred by sub-section (3) of section 74 of the Patents Act,
1970 specified that the Head Office of the Patent Office
would be at Calcutta. Accordingly, the office existing immediately before the commencement of the Patents Act, 1970
became the Head Office of the Patent Office.
(b) The Central Government, in exercise of the powers
conferred by sub-section (3) of section 74 of the Patents Act,
1970 also established two branch offices of the Patent Office
» Industrial Property, 1972, pp. 304 and 353.
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at Bombay and Madras with effect from 8th September 1972
and also specified the territorial limits within which each of
the said branch offices would exercise its functions.
Patent Applications
The number of applications for patents made in 1972-73
was 3,639. Out of these, 3,408 applications were made on and
after 20th April 1972, the date on which the Patents Act, 1970
came into force.
The number of applications for patents which originated
in India was 1,279, constituting 35.2 °/o of the total number of
applications made during the year.
Of the number of applications for patents originated
abroad, the United States of America contributed the largest
number, viz., 740 applications.
The number of convention applications filed during the
year was 461.
Forty applications for patents of addition were made during the year.
At the commencement of the year there were 2,728 applications for patents awaiting examination and to these 3,639
applications were added during the year. The position of these
6,367 applications at the end of the year was as under:
2.834
(a) Examined during the year
(i) Found in order for acceptance on first examination
81
(ii) Documents returned on first
examination for meeting
objections
2,753
(b) Applications deemed to have
been abandoned due to the nonfiling of the complete specifica122
tions within the prescribed time
(c) Applications awaiting examina3,411
tion at the end of the year
Miscellaneous Proceedings (Patents)
Acceptance. — The number of applications for patents
accepted before the commencement of the Patents Act, 1970,
i. e., during the period 1st April 1972 to 19th April 1972 was
250. The number of complete specifications accepted after the
commencement of the Patents Act, 1970, i. e., during the period 20th April 1972 to 31st March 1973 was 1,570. 172 applications were deemed to have been abandoned as they were not
put in order for acceptance within the statutory time limit.
Opposition to the grant of patents. — The number of
oppositions to the grant of patents entered during the year
was 26; this includes 24 oppositions which were entered after
the commencement of the Patents Act, 1970.
The number of oppositions pending at the end of the previous year was 234. Out of the total number of 260 opposition
cases, 31 were finally disposed of during the year and the
remaining 229 were pending at the end of the year.
Patents sealed. — The total number of patents sealed
during the year was 1,342. This includes 223 patents which
were sealed after the commencement of the Patents Act, 1970.
The number of patents sealed in the names of Indians was
278.
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Patents in force. — Altogether 32,436 patents were in
force on 318* March 1973. Of these, 3,718 patents stood in the
names of Indians.
Renewal fees were paid on 18,903 patents. Of these, 18,702
patents were granted under the Indian Patents and Designs
Act, 1911 since repealed and the other 201 patents were
granted under the Patents Act, 1970. Extension of time to pay
the renewal fees was granted in respect of 516 patents.
The cessation of 13,952 patents was notified in the Gazette
of India; of these 1,431 patents stood in the names of Indians.
Restoration of lapsed patents. — Applications for restoration of 89 lapsed patents were filed during the year. These
include 86 applications filed after the commencement of the
Patents Act, 1970. 44 of the said 89 applications were allowed
and the respective patents restored. The remaining 45 applications were pending at the end of the year.
Out of the 25 applications for restoration of lapsed patents shown pending at the end of last year, 23 applications
were allowed during the year and the patents concerned were
restored. The remaining two applications in respect of which
the restorations were opposed during the previous year were
still pending.
Permission under section 39 of the Patents Act, 1970 for
applying for patents outside India. — Permissions sought
under section 39 of the Patents Act, 1970 for making applications for patents outside India were given in eight cases after
obtaining prior consent of the Central Government.
Directions of Controller under section 35 of the Patents
Act, 1970 and consequential actions thereon. — During the
year under review, directions prohibiting the publication of
information with respect to the subject-matter of 47 applications for patents were issued. There were 7 applications on
which the directions issued under section 78B of the Indian
Patents and Designs Act, 1911 were continued. Out of these
54 applications, directions in respect of 22 applications were
revoked during the year. Directions in respect of 32 applications were still continued.
Directions of. Central Government under section 78C of
the Indian Patents and Designs Act, 1911, since repealed. —
Actions on 7,402 applications for patents in the field of drug
or medicine and 21 applications in the field of food were
deferred beyond the stage of acceptance as a result of the
directions of the Central Government under sub-section (1) of
section 78C of the Indian Patents and Designs Act, 1911 before
the said Act was repealed. Consequent upon the coming into
force of the Patents Act, 1970, these applications were taken
up for consideration under the provisions of the Patents Act,
1970. Out of these applications, the complete specifications in
respect of 165 applications in the field of drug or medicine
and nine applications in the field of food were accepted by
the end of the year.
Design Applications
The number of applications for registration of designs
made during the year 1972-73 was 1,091. Of these, 1,026 applications originated in India. 20 applications were received
from the United Kingdom and 24 from the United States of

America. The remaining applications originated in the other
foreign countries.
There were 19 applications claiming priority under the
reciprocal arrangements existing between India and certain
other countries of the Commonwealth and Eire.
During the year, only 90 applications were filed for the
registration of textile designs. These originated in the States
of Maharashtra (88) and Punjab (2).
The number of applications for registration of non-textile
designs in 1972-73 was 1,001. Of these, 936 originated in India
and the remaining 65 came from abroad.
At the commencement of the year 1972-73 there were only
136 applications for registration of designs awaiting examination and 1,091 applications were added to these during the
year. Out of these 1,227 applications, 1,122 applications were
examined and 105 applications were awaiting examination by
the year end.
167 applications were deemed to have been abandoned due
to non-compliance with the official requirements within the
period of six months prescribed under Rule 43 of the Designs
Rules, 1933; 80 of these applications had been made in the
year 1971.
The number of designs registered in 1972-73 was 1,029; of
these, 91 were in respect of applications made in 1971. Of the
designs registered, 1,007 designs originated in India and the
remaining 22 were received from abroad.
Miscellaneous Proceedings (Designs)
Extension of copyright in designs. — Extension of copyright in 436 registered designs was applied for during the
year. In 297 cases, extensions were granted for the second
period of five years, and in 139 cases, extensions were granted
for the third period of five years.
Cancellation of registration of designs. — Applications
for the cancellation of the registration of seven designs were
made during the year. These applications were pending.
Out of the applications for the cancellation of 33 designs
pending at the end of the previous year, one application was
allowed and the registration of the design was cancelled,
applications in respect of nine designs were dismissed and the
remaining 23 applications were still pending.
In all, applications for the cancellation of the registration
of 30 designs were pending at the end of the year.
Revenue and Expenditure
The income of the Patent Office from fees in respect of
patent and design applications and other proceedings under
the Indian Patents and Designs Act, 1911 for the period upto
and including 19th April 1972 and the Patents Act, 1970 and
the Designs Act, 1911 thereafter amounted to Rs. 2,057,771
(patent fees Rs. 2,049,206 and designs fees Rs. 8,565). The
total expenditure during the year was Rs. 2,601,801.
Trade Marks
Applications for Registration
During the year under report there was a slight decrease in
the filing of applications for registration of trade marks. As
against 8,244 applications filed in the previous year, only
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7,813 applications were received during the year. Out of
these, 7,674 applications were for registration in Part A of the
Register and 139 applications were for registration in Part B
of the Register.
Trend of Applications
Out of the 7,813 applications received in the Trade Marks
Registry, 6,784 (87%>) were from Indian applicants and
only 1,029 (13 °/o) were from foreign applicants.
As in the previous year, the largest number of applications
for registration of trade marks was received in respect of
goods included in Class 5 (pharmaceutical, veterinary and
sanitary substances etc.) (13%). Next in order came Classes
24 (tissues, piece goods etc.) (10 %) and 3 (soaps, perfumery,
cosmetics etc.) (9°/o). The proportion of foreign applications
was largest in Class 5 whereas 22 % of the applications were
from foreign applicants.
Requests for Search
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and subsequently 161 marks were restored to the Register on
payment of the prescribed fees.
Assignment and Transmission of Registered Trade Marks
During the year, 1,815 assignments of trade marks were
recorded in the Register (as against 2,708 in the previous
year), out of which 1,766 were along with the goodwill of
the business and 49 otherwise than in connection with the
goodwill of the business.
Registration of Registered Users
213 applications for registration as registered users involving 659 trade marks were received this year. In the case of 116
trade marks, registered users were registered as against 91 in
the previous year.
Certification Trade Marks
Only one application was received during the year under
report for registration of a certification trade mark.

During the year under report, there has been a significant
increase in the requests for search under Rule 24(1) of the
Trade and Merchandise Marks Rules, 1959. As compared to
the previous year's figure of 4,762, during the year under
report 5,724 requests were received. This shows that traders
are becoming increasingly aware that they should not start
using a trade mark without first ascertaining whether it has
already been anticipated.

Directions of the Central Government (under Section 23(1) of
the Trade and Merchandise Marks Act, 1958)
During the period under report the Central Government
issued directions under Section 23(1) of the Trade and Merchandise Marks Act, 1958 that no trade mark consisting of or
containing a representation of the election symbol of any
political party in India shall be registered in respect of any
goods.

Preliminary Advice of the Registrar as to Distinctiveness

Revenue and Expenditure
The income of the Trade Marks Registry for 1972-73 was
Rs. 2,257,515, while the expenditure was Rs. 1,525,470 as
against Rs. 1,886,766 and Rs. 1,468,514 respectively for the
previous year.

Applications for preliminary advice of the Registrar under
Section 103(1) of the Act and Rule 23 of the Trade and Merchandise Marks Rules, 1959 also registered an increase this
year. While in the previous year 595 such applications were
filed, this year 712 applications were filed.
Opposition and Rectification Proceedings (Sections 21 and 56,
Rules 51 to 60 and 94 to 97)
473 notices of oppositions to the registration of trade
marks (i. e. 61 less than the previous year) and 89 applications
for rectifications of the Register (i. e. 9 more than the previous year) were filed during this year.
Appeals (Section 109, Rules 121, 122)
During the period under report 34 appeals were filed in
the High Courts having jurisdiction from the decisions and
orders of the various hearing officers under the Act and 30
appeals were disposed of by the High Courts. In 10 of these,
the decisions were upheld, in 10 decisions were reversed, 6
cases were settled, 2 were dismissed for default, one appeal
was withdrawn and one case was remanded.
Registration
During the year under report, 3,764 trade marks were registered — 3,059 in Part A and 705 in Part B of the Register.
Renewal of Registrations
The registrations of 8,184 marks were renewed during the
period under report. At the same time 5,360 marks were
removed from the Register for non-payment of renewal fees

SWEDEN

Activities of the Patent Office during 1973
An essential task of the Swedish Patent Office is to adapt
its activities to expected international developments. The
detailed planning to achieve this objective has thus continued
and will involve increased expenditure. The studies that are
necessary as a consequence of the adoption of the Patent
Cooperation Treaty (PCT) and the European Patent Convention are until further notice the responsibility of a Patent
Policy Committee appointed by the Crown. The survey and
planning work is carried out in close cooperation with representatives of the other Scandinavian countries.
Patent Examining Operations
There was an increase in the number of patent applications filed during the year: 17,634 as against 17,235 in 1972.
The number of applications processed in 1973 was 18,600 —
also an increase; since this figure exceeds the number of new
Note: the last report from the Swedish Patent Office was published
in Industrial Property, 1971, p. 357.
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applications, the total number of cases still to be disposed of
had dropped to 54,470 by the end of the year. Of the new
applications, 4,865 were filed by nationals, an increase of
about 8 % over 1972. This means that practically the whole
amount of the increase in new applications can be attributed
to Swedish applicants, who now account for almost 28 % of
the total number, as opposed to 26 °/o the previous year. With
respect to foreign applicants, those from the United States of
America still hold the lead; there was however a slight
decrease, as compared with previous years, in the number of
their applications: 3,734 or 21 °/o. Applications from the
United Kingdom, Switzerland, France and the Netherlands
were also somewhat fewer. On the other hand the share of
applications from the Federal Republic of Germany increased,
to a total of 2,934. There was also a considerable increase
in applications from Japan and an increase to some extent in
the share of the other Scandinavian countries.
The rationalization work initiated some ten years ago,
which is being carried out in a number of projects, continued
during the year. One of the larger projects — the data processing, for administrative purposes, of records relating to
patent applications and patents — has now entered its final
stage and preparations for introducing the system have begun.
Proposals for changes in the law necessary for the ratification of the PCT and the European Patent Convention are now
being drawn up, but have not yet been completed. This work
will be done in cooperation with other Scandinavian countries.
The Information Service
In order to improve the information service for the general public, the Patent Office has set up an Information
Center.
The staff of this unit answer questions from the general
public and where necessary put members of the public in
touch with the official in the Office who can best answer their
questions. They also receive search assignments that are not
necessarily connected with the filing of a patent application.
In addition, they supply copies of patent specifications
ordered by members of the public and accept other tasks.
Towards the end of 1973 the Patent Office increased its
information services in the patent field which are subject to a
fee. The public is thereby given a greater opportunity to make
use of the services of the technical experts employed by the
Patent Office.
The staff of the Information Center receive the assignments, which are then passed on to the engineers, each assignment being dealt with by the engineer specializing in the relevant technical field. Other assignments in the patent field —
for example, a search for the counterpart of a patent in a
given country or for a patent held by a particular person —
are handled by the staff of the Information Center. The
results are sent via the Center to the customers.
This enlarged information service in the patent field was
set up at the request of industry and inventors to satisfy the
need for technical information contained in patent specifications. Like the copying service, this remunerated information
service is run in accordance with the principles governing

commissioned work; in other words, the Office is permitted to
use the fees received to cover the cost of the work. This means
that the scope of this activity can be extended as required.
Trademark and Design Examining Operations
In 1973, for the first time the number of trademark applications rose above the 6,000-mark, amounting to 6,332. Of
these, 2,408 were filed by Swedish nationals. 1,221 came from
the United States of America, 524 from the United Kingdom
and also from the Federal Republic of Germany, 359 from
Switzerland, 314 from France, 143 from the Netherlands and
130 from Japan. 3,802 or 66 °/o of the total number of applications which were finally decided were successful.
As from January 1, 1974, the renewal fees were raised. An
effect of the increase was an abnormal influx of applications
for renewal at the end of 1973. The total number was 5,090
compared with 4,060 the previous year.
The number of registered trademarks in force increased
by 2,000 to a total of 73,000 at the end of 1973.
The work on the further improvement of the computerized search system continued and the current phase came to
an end in 1973. Preparations have been going on with the aim
of introducing a computerized search service unconnected
with applications. A new computer edition of the complete
recording of the whole trademark register as it stood on
December 31, 1973, has recently been brought out. This edition is arranged in such a way as to be conveniently used for
private searches for similar marks.
As from October 1, 1973, the Patent Office is the registration authority for the coats of arms of town and rural districts. These matters are dealt with by the Trademarks
Department.
Interest in the new Designs Act* has proved to be considerably greater than was the case with the former Act. Already
in 1971 — the first year after the entry into force — many
more applications (2,055) were received than the average
number filed under the old Act (around 400). In 1972 the
number of applications increased to nearly 2,200. The figure
for 1973 was 2,400. Of these, only 500 were from foreign applicants. This may indicate that overseas countries are not yet
aware that Sweden has a modern designs law covering all
fields of industry.
Appeals
Appeals lodged in patent cases continued at a lower level
in 1973, although there was a tendency for them to increase
during the latter part of the year. The reinforcement of personnel did not result in any numerical increase of disposals,
partly because efforts were mainly directed to deciding the
older cases, usually of above-average complexity. The work is
now carried out in three divisions; at the end of the year three
posts for new members were created, so that now 13 technically qualified members serve on the Board. An inquiry with a
view to improving the organization and expedite the work was
initiated in 1973.
1
Industrial Property, 1971, p. 223. The Act protects new designs in
all fields of industry, whether they are utility or ornamental designs.
Protection is granted for five years and may be renewed for two further
five-year periods.
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The number of appeals lodged in trademark cases increased in 1973; it had been lower during the two preceding
years due to a recession in business. Disposals were kept at
the same level as demand. A new post of legally qualified
member was created in 1973.
Design cases showed a slight rise, but they have probably
not yet reached their normal level.
International Cooperation
The Patent Office has taken an active part in quite a large
number of international meetings and conferences. Among
these can be mentioned the Vienna Diplomatic Conference of
May/June 1973, which adopted the Trademark Registration
Treaty, the Munich Diplomatic Conference of September/
October 1973, which adopted the European Patent Convention, the meeting of the PCT Interim Committees at Tokyo in
October 1973 and WIPO's administrative meetings at Geneva
in November 1973.
Representatives of the Swedish Patent Office have participated in the work of the PCT Interim Committee for Technical Assistance, and of the Joint ad hoc Committee on the
International Patent Classification and also in the work relating to classification in the field of trademarks.
Financing
The Patent Office was established on the basis that its
activities should be financed by the users of its services. Not
only must the salary costs and overheads included in the
Office's budget be covered in this way, but other expenses
also. The largest additional expense items are the estimated
costs of pensions and certain social benefits (now evaluated at
26 °/o of the total amount in salaries for the year) and of the
Office's premises.
The income for the fiscal year 1972/73 from patent examining, technical information and documentation, trademark
and design matters was Sw. Cr. 32,018,000 and the expenditure was Sw. Cr. 30,152,000. There was thus a surplus of
1,929,000.
Personnel
The personnel of the Patent Office totaled 655 on December 31, 1973. It comprised 202 engineers, 50 lawyers, 1 graduate economist, 1 systems analyst, 5 social scientists, 6 librarians and 390 other employees.

SWITZERLAND

Activities of the Federal Intellectual Property Office
in 1972 and 1973
The activities of the Federal Intellectual Property Office
from 1969 to 1971 were described in the March 1972 issue
of this review '. The purpose of this report is to give a
concise account of the Office's activities between January
1

Industrial Property, 1972, p. 93.
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1972 and June 1974. For new decisions rendered by the
Federal Court in industrial property matters, the reader is
referred to the last Letter from Switzerland2.
Statistical Data
The number of patent applications filed, which had steadied in the preceding years, is now following a downward
path: from 19,269 filings in 1971 to 19,095 in 1972 and
18,284 in 1973. On the other hand, the proportion of applications coming from abroad showed a slight rise: from 68 °/o
in 1972 to 70 % in 1973. The number of patents granted
without preliminary examination was 14,469 in 1972 and
13,210 in 1973; the number of patents granted after preliminary examination, which is limited to the fields of chronometry and the processing of textile fibers, was 452 for 1972
and 470 for 1973. In all, 18,138 patent applications were
processed in 1972 and 17,130 in 1973. The number of pending
patent applications was 37,660 at the end of 1972 and 38,814
at the end of 1973; this means that approximately two years
elapse between the filing of the application and the grant of
the patent.
With regard to industrial designs, the number of deposits
recorded at the Office rose from 583 in 1971 to 663 in 1972
and fell back to 583 in 1973. As for renewals, 246 (1972) and
260 (1973) were requested for the second protection period
(five years), and 170 (1972) and 137 (1973) for the third
protection period (also five years). These fluctuations are
difficult to explain. It should however be borne in mind that
Swiss industrial design law also regards international deposits
effected by Swiss nationals or persons domiciled in Switzerland as national deposits.
In the field of trademarks, there has also been a slight
decrease in the number of national filings: from 6,700 in
1972 to 6,555 in 1973. The same applies to the number of
registrations of national marks: 6,287 in 1972 (including
1,731 renewals) falling to 6,252 in 1973 (including 1,716
renewals). The drop in trademark registrations is due, among
other things, to the general economic situation and the
restructuring and association of certain Swiss firms. In this
connection a drop in the number of marks of Swiss origin
in the International Register should also be mentioned:
from 1,743 in 1972 to 1,526 in 1973.
Court Decisions
On December 12, 1972, the Federal Court confirmed a
decision of the Office in which it was considered that the
establishment of a computer program was a purely intellectual
exercise and was consequently ineligible for protection under
the Patent Law. The Federal Court stated that the concept
of an invention in Swiss law was such that a method consisting of a set of abstract rules or instructions directed at the
human mind did not belong to technology and was consequently not patentable unless it made use of natural forces
in order to achieve a technical result. The Federal Court
added that it was irrelevant that a method was of a scientific
2
E. Petitpierre, " Letter from Switzerland, " Industrial Property,
1974, p. 197.
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character, that it used mathematical formulas or that it
required the use of a computer. The Court went on to say
that such a program was not a technical process as it did
not make use of natural forces.
In the trademark field the Federal Court, confirming a
decision of the Office, held that the period of one year
under Article 5 of the Madrid Agreement (Marks) during
which Offices had to notify refusals of protection ran from
the date on which the mark was actually entered in the
International Register, and not before 3. In the same decision,
the Federal Court considered that the obligation to notify
refusal " with a statement of all grounds " prevented national
Offices from changing the grounds of refusal, in terms of
Article 6quinquies (B) of the Paris Convention, after the expiration of the period. However, the obligation did not preclude
a subsequent explanation, amendment or completion of the
grounds stated.
Legislation
The Office is in the process of preparing a revision of
the Patent Law of June 25, 1954, with a view to the ratification, should the Federal Chambers (Parliament) so decide, of
the European Convention on the Unification of Certain
Points of Substantive Law Concerning Patents for Invention,
the European Patent Convention and the Patent Cooperation
Treaty. At the same time the Office is studying the adjustments which would have to be made to the existing law in
order to bring it into line with the national legislation which
has come into force since 1954 ' on the subject of federal
procedures.
In the trademark field, in order to cover the costs arising
from searching, the fees charged for the search service,
which had undergone no change since 1968, have had to be
increased. The corresponding amendment to the Ordinance
on the Protection of Trademarks entered into force on
January 1, 1974.
At the international level, it should be mentioned that
in 1972 Switzerland availed itself of the provisions of Article 3bis of the Madrid Agreement. As from January 1, 1973,
the protection resulting from an international registration
extends to Switzerland only at the express request of the
owner of the respective mark. This decision, which did not
require any legislative amendment, resulted in a decrease of
about 20 °/o in 1973 in international registrations extending
to Switzerland.
As from January 1, 1974, the owners of international
marks based on a Swiss registration must submit their
requests for renewal directly to WIPO, without passing
through the Swiss Office as had previously been the case. At
the end of 1973 the Federal Council made the appropriate
amendment to its Order of November 4, 1966, on the implementation of the Madrid Agreement.
Indications of Source
Indications of source play an important part in economic
life. In 1972 and 1973, as in the past, the Office placed
3
See decision of the Federal Court, Bremshey mbk v. Federal
Intellectual Property Office, of March 27, 1973.

particular emphasis on their protection, taking action in
Switzerland and abroad in a large number of cases of misuse
of a name or graphic representation referring to Switzerland.
As mentioned in the report on the Office's activities from
1969 to 1971, new legislation on watches entered into force
on January 1, 1972. In this field the Office, with the assistance of other interested services, has endeavored to ensure
observance of the provisions of the Federal Council Ordinance
regulating the use of the name " Switzerland " for watches.
In order to remedy the shortcomings of international
arrangements and increase the protection of indications of
source abroad, Switzerland has concluded three bilateral
agreements on the protection of indications of source, appellations of origin and other geographical denominations. These
agreements, signed in November 1973 with Czechoslovakia,
in April 1974 with Spain and in May 1974 with France, have
to be submitted to the Federal Chambers for approval. All
three treaties are to a large extent based on the treaty between
Switzerland and the Federal Republic of Germany of March 7,
1967 4.
International Cooperation
In May 1973 the Office was represented at the Vienna
Diplomatic Conference, convened for the adoption of three
industrial property agreements. Switzerland signed the Agreement for the Protection of Type Faces 5 and the Agreement
Establishing an International Classification of the Figurative
Elements of Marks. The other instrument, the Trademark
Registration Treaty, was not signed by Switzerland. «•
The Office also participated in October 1973 in the
Munich Diplomatic Conference, which resulted in the European Patent Convention and a number of other legal instruments 6; Switzerland signed the Convention on October 5,
1973.
4
Industrial Property, 1969, p. 63. For the other hilateral agreements
of the same kind which are in force, see Industrial Property, 1974,
p. 371.
5
For further details, see E. Ulmer, " Das Wiener Abkommen über
den Schutz typographischer Schriftzeichen und ihre internationale Hinterlegung, " GRUR Int. 1974, p. 164.
8
For further details, see J. B. van Benthem, " Munich Convention
of October 5, 1973 — The European Patent, " Industrial Property, 1974,
p. 43.

UNITED KINGDOM

The Work of the Patent Office in 1972-73
The report on the work of the United Kingdom Patent
Office that was published in Industrial Property in March
1973 covered the period from 1971 to mid-1972. In the period
which ensued up to the end of 1973, the picture has been one
of steady efforts to reduce backlogs in the patents and trade
marks branches and continued planning for the effects of
international developments, notably the European Patent
Convention.
Patents
The downward trend in the number of patent applications
and complete specifications filed which was noted in the last
report continued in 1972 but 1973 saw a slight resurgence.

NEWS FROM PATENT OFFICES

60,312 applications were received in 1973 compared with
60,281 in 1972 (and 61,071 in 1971), while 49,247 complete
specifications were filed in 1973 compared with 47,488 in
1972 (and 48,246 in 1971).
The increase in the filing rate of complete specifications
in 1973 was almost entirely the result of an increase in the
number filed by residents of foreign countries, the percentage
filed by the latter increasing from 73 % of the total in 1972 to
nearly 75 °/o of the total in 1973. Japanese filings in particular
contributed to the increase and rose in 1973 by 31 °/o.
The backlog of unexamined complete specifications
increased by approximately 1,150 in 1972 and by approximately 2,000 in 1973 to a figure of about 49,000. This is equivalent to roughly one year's delay between filing and examination. Factors contributing to the increased backlog have been
a reduction in the size of the examining staff in the last two
years and the introduction in 1972 of language training on a
substantial scale as part of the preparation for setting up the
European Patent Office. On the reasonable assumption that
49,000 represents the annual rate of filings during the period
preceding the opening of the European Patent Office, it is
estimated that it will be necessary to increase the size of the
technical staff by about fifty if the backlog is to be held at its
present level. A vigorous recruiting campaign for examiners
in a wide age range was therefore initiated at the end of 1973
and it is hoped to attract a proportion of recruits who will be
interested in transferring to the European Patent Office after
a period of training in the British Office.
The long-range effects of the European patent system and
other developments on the work-load and staffing requirements of the British Office have been under consideration by
a joint working party of official and staff association members under the chairmanship of the Comptroller which was
set up in 1972.
Among the many trends of invention to be observed from
an analysis of the patent specifications published in 1972 and
1973 it is interesting to note the continuing concern of inventors with the hazards of motoring and of pollution. Thus
there have been a number of inventions concerned with
vehicle seat belts which are automatically applied to the occupants of a vehicle so that they cannot avoid wearing them, and
there has been further activity in antiskid vehicle braking. In
the fight against pollution there have been further developments in the treatment of exhaust and effluent gases. The
year 1973 also saw the publication of specifications concerned
with a new departure in the semi-conductor field, the socalled charge-coupled device.
Trade Marks
The number of applications for registration of trade
marks in 1972 (18,703), reversed a two-year downward trend
by showing an 18.9 °/o increase compared with 1971 (15,735)
and a 9.1 °/o increase compared with the previous highest ever
figure in 1969 (17,139) ; the number of applications continued
at the same high level in 1973 (18,694), when there was a
notable increase in overseas applications. Delay in obtaining
additional staff in 1972 led to the backlog of unexamined
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applications rising to the equivalent of about five months'
output and though in 1973 there was a 5 D/o increase in productivity per examiner the backlog remained at the above
level. The number of trade marks registered in 1972 was
11,695 and in 1973 11,266, respectively 2.7 °/o and 6.3 % less
than the figure for 1971 (12,023), an all time high.
The Departmental Committee set up in 1972 under the
chairmanship of Sir Reginald Mathys to examine trade mark
law and to which reference was made in the last report, completed its work by the end of 1973 and its report was published in May 1974.
Industrial Designs
Applications for registration of designs in 1972 and 1973
numbered 5,805 and 4,541 respectively compared with 6,788
in 1971 and thus the downward trend in applications in evidence since 1966, though temporarily reversed in 1971, continued. It is possible that the amendment of the Copyright Act
1956 by the Design Copyright Act 1968 to provide automatic
protection under the copyright law for works of applied art
affected the number of applications received. There was a
dramatic drop in the number of applications received in
respect of textile articles from 1,505 in 1971 to 126 in 1973,
the main factor here being Nigeria's new design law introduced in 1971, under which protection is no longer dependent
on prior United Kingdom registration.
In August 1973 the Government announced that a Departmental Committee would be set up under the chairmanship of
Sir John Whitford to consider copyright law. The terms of
reference enable the Committee to examine the desirability of
retaining the system of protection of industrial designs provided by the Registered Designs Act 1949.
International Co-operation
The Patent Office has continued to take an active part in
international co-operation in the industrial property field, the
fruits of which it hopes will be an improvement of the
Office's efficiency through economies of operation, encouragement of innovation and trade and a harmonisation of laws
beneficial to individuals and firms alike. It therefore welcomed the two major achievements of 1973 — the conclusion
of the European Patent Convention at Munich, a landmark in
the history of patents, and the Trademark Registration
Treaty at Vienna, both of which the United Kingdom signed.
A provision of the European Patent Convention of importance to the United Kingdom is of course that whereby
national offices may be entrusted with examining work on an
agency basis for a period of 15 years from the opening of the
European Patent Office.
Other activities in 1972 and 1973 included further discussions with other EEC countries regarding the Community Patent Convention and the attendance of senior staff at meetings
of the various interim committees preparing to implement the
Patent Cooperation Treaty. The United Kingdom Government
also welcomed the French initiative in 1973 urging resumption of work on a European Trade Mark Convention, a draft
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of which was published in 1964. It arranged for the publication of an English translation of the draft Convention and
proposed that the European Trade Mark Office to be established under the Convention should be situated in London.
1974 will see the Patent Office continuing its efforts to
effect as close a balance in respect of services for which fees
are paid as government policy on costs and charges permits,
and to contain the arrears of work on patents and trade
marks. In the international field, the United Kingdom will
take part in preparatory work for the opening of the European Patent Office and will continue to participate in similar
preparatory work for the Patent Cooperation Treaty.

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Recent Activities of the Patent Office
Patent Examining Operations
During fiscal year 1973, there were 101,391 patent applications filed, as compared with an annual average from 1964
through 1973 of 95,047. The patent examining corps set a new
record in fiscal year 1973 by completing the examination to
patenting or abandonment of the largest number of patent
applications in the history of the Office, 115,047. At the end
of fiscal year 1973, the inventory of pending patent applications was 212,387, as compared with 218,690 at the end of the
previous year, a reduction of 6,303 cases. In 1973, there were
67,910 patents issued. Patent applications are being taken up
for examination by the examiners in an average of nine
months after filing. Total pendency has been reduced from
25 months for fiscal year 1972 to 24 months for fiscal year
1973. In 1964 the pendency was three years.
New Projects
As patent and trademark application receipts increase in
volume and capacity, control over the inventory of applications in process has become more difficult. To improve this
control, two inventory-control computer systems came " onstream " during this fiscal year: a Patent Application Locator
and Monitoring (PALM) system; and a Trademark Reporting
and Monitoring (TRAM) system. Both PALM and TRAM are
designed to become integral parts of a total management
information system which will provide the Patent Office with
control data over both program performance and utilization
of resources.
A fast retrieval patent classification information system,
integrating computer and microfilm technologies, has been
installed and is operational. The system provides less than
five-second response after keyboard entry to queries from
Patent Office personnel and the public concerning the current classification of individual United States patents.
Note: the last report from the United States Patent Office was
published in Industrial Property, 1972, p. 64.

A new quality review program was instituted in the U. S.
Patent Office on April 1, 1974. The purpose of the program is
to evaluate the quality of the product of the patent examining
process and to assist in determining where substantive and
procedural adjustments in the patent examination process are
appropriate.
The program involves randomly selecting a sample of
allowed applications from the patent examining corps before
the applications are forwarded to the patent issue division for
mailing of the " notice of allowance. " The quality review will
be concerned with three major aspects of the patent examining process, namely:
(1) patentability of the allowed claims in view of the prior
art of record or other reasons determined by the reviewer;
(2) compliance with current examining practices and procedures; and
(3) correctness of the field of search and the classification
of each application.
The quality review program also provides for the re-search
of some of the allowed applications in the sample.
If, during the quality review process, it is determined that
one or more claims of the reviewed application are clearly
unpatentable, the prosecution of the application will be
reopened.
The Patent Office expects to institute a voluntary protest
program in the very near future on a trial basis. The underlying purpose of protest proceedings is to assist the Patent
Office by bringing the best prior art and information relevant
to the patentability of a patent application to the examiner's
attention.
Two thousand applications will be involved in this trial
program. An applicant whose application is selected for participation in the program will be asked to waive confidentiality of his application, thereby making his application available to the public for protest proceedings.
The public will be allowed to participate in a limited manner in the patent issuance process by submitting evidence to
the Patent Office which is believed to affect patentability of
the invention. Based upon such evidence, the Patent Office
may reopen the application for re-examination.
Patent Appeals and Interferences
The Board of Patent Appeals received 3,479 appeals and
312 petitions for reconsideration in fiscal year 1973, as compared with 3,154 appeals and 273 petitions in the preceding
year. The Board rendered 2,912 decisions, including 313 decisions on petitions for reconsideration. The inventory of
appeals pending as of June 30,1973, was 3,549.
The number of interferences declared in fiscal year 1973
was 383, as compared with 345 the previous year. There were
372 interferences terminated, as compared with 423 the previous year. The number of pending interferences as of the end
of the fiscal year was 631 as compared with 620 the previous
year.
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Trademark Examining Operations
Trademark Examining Divisions processed a record 35,862
trademark applications to completion during the fiscal year,
and received 35,128 new applications, decreasing the working
inventory of trademark applications by 734. At the end of
the fiscal year, new applications for registration of marks
were being acted upon about nine months after the date of filing.
Recommendations made at a February 1973 meeting of the
Public Advisory Committee for Trademark Affairs, which
have already been acted upon, provide for: publishing in the
United States Patents Quarterly of all significant decisions of
the Trademark Trial and Appeal Board concerning interlocutory issues, and of selected decisions on petitions to the Commissioner; additional classification training for trademark
examiners; and the listing of both the international and the
current classification systems for information purposes in the
Trademark Rules of Practice pamphlet.
During fiscal 1973, the Trademark Trial and Appeal Board
decided 511 cases and received 2,020 cases. Of those decided,
385 were in adversary proceedings and 126 were ex parte
appeals. An additional 1,170 adversary proceedings were disposed of during interlocutory stages and 134 ex parte appeals
were disposed of prior to hearing.
Patent and Trademark Legislation
Since the 92nd Congress adjourned without enacting pending patent law revision legislation, renewed efforts were made
during the 93rd Congress toward a general revision of the
patent laws. The Departments of Commerce and Justice met
with White House officials in an effort to adopt a comprehensive revision of the existing patent laws, to be forwarded to
Congress by the Administration.
On September 27, 1973, President Nixon transmitted to
Congress a bill for the general reform and modernization of
the patent law. This bill is designed to strengthen public confidence in the validity of issued patents, accelerate and
improve the disclosure of new technology revealed by patents,
simplify the procedures for obtaining patents, and enhance
the value of the patent grant.
To accomplish the above objectives, the bill provides for
broad public participation in the patenting process in the
form of opposition proceeding; " patentability briefs " to disclose to the Patent Office all pertinent information at the outset of the examination along with a written memorandum
describing why the invention is patentable; a patent term
measured from the time of filing an application; filing of
applications by the owners of an invention and not just the
inventor; and several other significant procedural and substantive modifications of existing law.
Public reaction to the Administration's proposed patent
reform legislation has been generally unfavorable. While private inventors, industry, and professional associations have
lauded the objectives of the patent reform bill, they have been
highly critical of the manner in which those objectives are
implemented. Of particular concern has been the cost of
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obtaining patent protection. It is alleged that the costs of the
procedures under the bill will be so excessive as to provide a
disincentive for using the patent system.
On May 8, 1974, the Senate Subcommittee on Patents,
Trademarks and Copyrights reported out a revised version of
the bill, which, in addition to the above features, provides for
deferred examination of applications, maintenance fees, and
includes the implementing legislation for the Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT). The bill is presently pending before the
Senate Judiciary Committee.
A separate bill providing the implementing legislation for
the PCT has also been introduced in Congress and approved
by the Senate Subcommittee on Patents, Trademarks and
Copyrights. Legislation implementing the Stockholm Revision
of the Paris Convention, permitting priority to be based on
inventors' certificates, was passed by Congress and signed into
law by the President on July 28, 1972, as Public Law 92-358.
This law facilitates patent filings in the United States of
America by applicants residing in certain Eastern European
countries including the Soviet Union.
International Activities
On January 26, 1972, the United States of America ratified
the Nice Agreement Concerning the International Classification of Goods and Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks, as well as the Locarno Agreement Establishing
an International Classification for Industrial Designs. At the
conclusion of the Vienna Diplomatic Conference in June
1973, the Trademark Registration Treaty was signed on behalf
of the United States of America. On December 21, 1973, the
Senate gave its advice and consent to the ratification of both
the Patent Cooperation Treaty and the Strasbourg Agreement
Concerning the International Patent Classification.
An Agreement on Exchanges between the Soviet Union
and the United States of America was signed in Moscow on
April 11, 1972, which included a Patent Office proposal for a
follow up on the exchange held in 1971 on patents and licensing. Pursuant to this Agreement, a proposal for the program
of the United States delegation was forwarded to the Soviet
Union in March 1973. The visit of the United States delegation was confirmed and was set to take place from July 10 to
28. A return Soviet visit is scheduled for later in the year.
Judicial Matters
The United States Supreme Court granted the Government's petition for certiorari in Gottschalk v. Benson, a case
involving the patentability of computer software. Following
argument of the appeal later in 1973, the Court held in favor
of the Patent Office ruling of unpatentability.
The United States District Court for the Eastern District
of Virginia in Sears v. Gottschalk rejected an attempt to compel the Patent Office to open its files of abandoned patent
applications to public inspection. The Court's opinion notes
that many abandoned applications contain trade secrets which
would be compromised should the public have such access.
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In the case of Kewanee Oil Company v. Bicron Corporation et al, decided by the United States Supreme Court on
May 13, 1974, the Court held that state trade secret law is not
preempted by the federal patent laws.
Operating Cost and Income
Funds available to the Patent Office for the fiscal year
1973 were $67,554,641, comprised of $67,500,000 regular
appropriation and $ 54,641 received as reimbursements. Program costs for this period were $ 64,535,925. The total amount

obligated during fiscal year 1973 was $ 67,288,764 or 99.61
percent of new obligational authority.
Compensation and benefits for an average of 2,828
employees accounted for 76 percent of the total, operating
expenses; printing and reproduction for 16 percent; and all
other operating costs for the remaining 8 percent.
Income from fees for fiscal year 1973 was $ 26,118,540.
Balances in customer advance deposit accounts as of June 30,
1973 amounted to $ 1,611,232, an increase of $ 37,470 over
the prior fiscal year end. The net income for 1973 was equivalent to 40 percent of the program cost.

NEWS ITEMS
DENMARK

SRI LANKA

Director of the Patent and Trademark Office

Registrar of Companies

We have been informed that Mr. K. Skjedt has been appointed Director of the Patent and Trademark Office.
He succeeds the late Mr. E. P. Tuxen.
We take this opportunity of congratulating Mr. Skjedt on his appointment.

We have been informed that Mr. J. Allan I. Wijeyekoon has been
appointed Registrar of Companies. He succeeds Mr. R. L. de Silva.
We take this opportunity of congratulating Mr. Wijeyekoon on his
appointment.
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CALENDAR
WIPO Meetings
November 4 to 8, 1974 (Geneva) — International Protection of Appellations of Origin and Other Indications of Source — Committee of Experts
November 4 to 8, 1974 (Geneva) — International Patent Classification (IPC) — Working Group IV of the Joint ad hoc Committee
November 12 to 19, 1974 (Geneva) — PCT Interim Committees — Annual Sessions
November 18 to 22, 1974 (Geneva) — Licensing Seminar
November 25 to 29, 1974 (Geneva) — Revision of the Model Law on Inventions — Working Group (1« session)
December 2 to 6, 1974 (Yaounde) — Francophone African Seminar on Industrial Property
December 9 to 13, 1974 (Geneva) — International Patent Classification (IPC) — Bureau of the Joint ad hoe Committee
December 16 to 18, 1974 (Geneva) — ICIREPAT — Technical Coordination Committee (TCQ
January 22 to 24, 1975 (Geneva) — Publication of Licensing Opportunities — Group of Consultants
January 27 to 30, 1975 (Geneva) —• International Patent Classification (D?C) — Classification of Search Files — Working Group
February 3 to 14, 1975 (Geneva) — International Patent Classification (IPC) — Ad hoc Working Party for the Revision of the Guide to the IPC
February II to 17, 1975 (Geneva) — Revision of the Paris Convention for the Protection of Industrial Property — Group of Governmental Experts
February 17 to 28, 1975 (Munich) — International Patent Classification (IPC) — Working Group II of the Joint ad hoc Committee
February 18, 1975 (Geneva) — W1PO Coordination Committee (Extraordinary Session)
February 20 to 28, 1975 (Geneva) —• Revision of the Hague Agreement concerning the International Deposit of Industrial Designs — Committee of
Experts
March 10 to 14, 1975 (Geneva) — Mechanization of Trademark Searches — Committee of Experts
March 17 to 21, 1975 (Geneva) — WD70 Permanent Legal-Technical Program for the Acquisition by Developing Countries of Technology
Related to Industrial Property — Permanent Committee (2»' Session)
April 7 to 11, 1975 (Geneva) — International Classification of Goods and Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks — Temporary
Working Gronp
April 7 to 11, 1975 (Geneva) — ICIREPAT — Technical Committee for Search Systems (TCSS)
April 14 to 18, 1975 (Geneva) — ICDJEPAT — Technical Committee for Standardization (TCST)
April 14 to 25, 1975 (Rijswijk) — International Patent Classification (IPC) — Working Group ID of the Joint ad hoc Committee
April 22 to 29, 1975 (Geneva) — Inventions relating to Microorganisms — Committee of Experts
May 5 to 9, 1975 (Geneva) — International Patent Classification (IPC) — Training Course
May 12 to 23, 1975 (Washington) — International Patent Classification (IPC) — Working Group I of the Joint ad hoc Committee
May 26 to 30, 1975 (Geneva) — Revision of the Model Law on Inventions — Working Group (2nd session)
June 4 to 6, 1975 (Geneva) — ICIREPAT — Technical Coordination Committee (TCC)
June 9 to 20, 1975 (Geneva) -— International Patent Classification (IPC) — Working Group V of the Joint ad hoc Committee
June 23 to 27, 1975 (Geneva) — Protection of Computer Programs —- Advisory Group
September 8 to 12, 1975 (Geneva) — International Classification of Goods and Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks —
Preparatory Committee
September 15 to 26, 1975 (Rijswijk) — International Patent Classification (ffC) — Working Group IV of the Joint ad hoc Committee
September 17 to 19, 1975 (Geneva) — ICIREPAT — Plenary Committee (PLC)
September 22 and 23, 1975 (Geneva) — Trademark Registration Treaty (TRT) — Interim Advisory Committee
September 23 to 30, 1975 (Geneva) — WTPO Coordination Committee and Executive Committees of the Paris and Berne Unions — Ordinary
Sessions
October 1 to 3, 1975 (Geneva) — Scientific /Discoveries — Committee of Experts
October 13 to 17, 1975 (Geneva) — ICIREPAT — Technical Committee for Search Systems (TCSS)
October 20 to 24, 1975 (Geneva) — ICHtEPAT — Technical Committee for Standardization (TCST)
October 27 to November 3, 1975 (Geneva) — PCT — Interim Committees
November 3 to 14, 1975 (Berne) — International Patent Classification (IPC) — Working Group II of the Joint ad hoc Committee
November 10 to 14, 1975 (Geneva) — Revision of the Model Law on Inventions — Working Group (3rd session)
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November 17 to 21, 1975 (Geneva) — International Patent Classification (IPC) — Bureau
November 24 to 28, 1975 (Geneva) — International Patent Classification (IPC) -— Joint ad hoc Committee
December 1 to 4, 1975 (Geneva) — International Protection of Appellations of Origin and Other Indications of Source — Committee of Experts
December 1 to 12, 1975 (Munich) — International Patent Classification (IPC) — Working Group III of the Joint ad hoc Committee
December 8, 9 and 16, 1975 (Geneva) — International Convention for the Protection of Performers, Producers of Phonograms and Broadcasting
Organizations — Intergovernmental Committee — Ordinary Session (jointly organized with the International Labour Organisation and Unesco)
December 10 to 12, 1975 (Geneva) — ICUUEPAT — Technical Coordination Committee (TCC)
December 10 to 16, 1975 (Geneva) — Executive Committee of the Berne Union (Extraordinary Session)
December 15 to 19, 1975 (Geneva) — International Classification of the Figurative Elements of Marks — Provisional Committee of Experts

UPOV Meetings
Meeting of Member and Non-Member States: October 21 to 23, 1974 — Council: October 24 to 26, 1974; October 7 to 10, 1975 — Consultative
Working Committee: October 23, 1974; March 4 to 6, 1975; October 6 and 10, 1975 — Technical Steering Committee: November 5 and 6, 1974;
April 9 to 11, 1975; November 5 to 7, 1975 — Working Group on Variety Denominations: September 15 and 16, 1975 —• Fee Harmonization
Working Party: April 24 and 25, 1975 — Working Group on Centralization: November 7, 1974 — Committee of Experts on Centralization:
January 14 to 17, 1975; April 15 to 18, 1975; July 1 to 4, 1975; November 25 to 28, 1975 — Committee of Experts on the Revision of the Convention: February 25 to 28, 1975; December 2 to 5, 1975
Note: All these meetings will take place in Geneva at the headquarters of UPOV
Technical Working Parties: (i) for Vegetables: May 28 to 30, 1975 (Lund - Sweden); (ii) for Forest Trees: August 19 and 20, 1975 (Hannover Federal Republic of Germany); (iii) for Ornamental Plants: September 9 to 11, 1975 (Hornum - Denmark)

Meetings of Other International Organizations concerned with Intellectnal Property
November 5 to 7, 1974 (Rijswijk) — International Patent Institute — Administrative Board
November 11 to 16, 1974 (Santiago) — Inter-American Association of Industrial Property — Congress
December 6 to 10, 1974 (Yaounde) — African and Malagasy Industrial Property Office — Executive Board
December 9 to 11, 1974 (Rijswijk) — International Patent Institute — Administrative Board
February 5 to 7, 1975 (Paris) — International Literary and Artistic Association — Working Session, Executive Board and General Assembly
April 21 to 25, 1975 (Hamburg) — International Confederation of Societies of Authors and Composers — Congress
May 3 to 10, 1975 (San Francisco) — International Association for the Protection of Industrial Property — Congress

